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Transfer and Generalization of Learned Manipulation between Unimanual and Bimanual Tasks 
Trevor Lee 
 Successful grasping and dexterous object manipulation relies on the ability to form 
internal representations of object properties that can be used to control digit kinetics and 
kinematics. Sensory cues and sensorimotor experience enable the updating of these internal 
representations. Aside from the weight of the object, the center of mass of the object results in 
object torque that needs to be represented and compensated for. In order to counter object torque, 
digit forces and centers of pressure are modulated to generate a compensatory moment to prevent 
object roll. Generalization studies can be used to examine whether this learning is represented on 
a low effector-specific level or a high task-specific level. Previous studies have shown that the 
internal representation of object torque does not generalize after object rotation or contralateral 
hand switch suggesting an effector level of representation. However, it has been shown that 
switching from two to three digits and vice versa does lead to full generalization suggesting a 
high level representation in certain circumstances. Thus, an understanding of whether learned 
manipulation would generalize when adding or removing the number of degrees of freedom and 
effectors would provide more information on these levels of representation. We asked 30 
participants to lift a visual symmetrical object with an asymmetrical center of mass. Participants 
lifted the object 10 times in one grasp type (right hand unimanual, bimanual, or left hand 
unimanual). Following that, they switched to another grasp type and lifted the object another 10 
times. Through various different orders of these transfer blocks, we examined their ability to 
generalize between unimanual and bimanual grasping by comparing the pre- and post-transfer 
trials. Our results show the partial generalization of learned manipulation when switching 
 
 
between unimanual and bimanual grasps. This is shown from the reduction in peak roll after 
transfer compared to novel trials and the generation of compensatory moments in the appropriate 
direction (but insufficient magnitude) after transfer. Moreover, after transfer to the right hand 
unimanual and bimanual grasps, moment generation was driven by digit center of pressure 
modulation while transfer for left hand unimanual grasps was driven by load force modulation. 
In addition, we also show failed generalization after contralateral hand switch as evidenced by 
large post-transfer rolls and minimal moments. We suggest that learned manipulation of object 
torque is a high level of representation but that this representation can only be accessed by either 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Skilled object manipulation is accomplished through the sensorimotor control of effector 
kinetics and kinematics to the task goal (Cohen and Rosenbaum 2004; Fu et al. 2010; Santello 
2018). Much of the early work done on reach-to-grasp movements looked into the temporal 
kinematics of different arm segments, from the proximal shoulder joint and arm movement to 
distal finger span and kinematics (Jeannerod 2009). During reach-to-grasp movements, before 
contact with the object, digits of the hand are also shaped to the contour of the object to be 
grasped (Santello and Soechting 1998; Winges et al. 2003). This shows that hand kinematics are 
influenced by the object to be manipulated and are planned in advance of object contact. 
Additionally, in order to successfully lift an object off a surface, forces must be applied to grip 
the object and lift it while overcoming the object’s weight (for review see: (Johansson and 
Flanagan 2009). Normal (grip) and tangential (load) forces are increased in parallel to overcome 
the coefficient of friction between the digits and the contact surface to prevent slippage (Cadoret 
and Smith 1996; Johansson and Westling 1984; Westling and Johansson 1984). This is 
accomplished through the use of sensory cues and prior grasping experience to form estimates of 
object properties that allow for the planning of forces before feedback at object contact (Baugh et 
al. 2012; Buckingham et al. 2009; Gordon et al. 1991; Gordon et al. 1993; Johansson and 
Westling 1988b; Salimi et al. 2003).  
Aside from weight and texture, forces are also controlled to, and in anticipation of, object 
torque (Johansson et al. 1999; Wing and Lederman 1998). Salimi et al (2000) showed that when 
the center of mass, of a visually symmetrical object, was closer to either the thumb or index 
finger side, initial performance was characterized by large object rolls. Stable successful 
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performance, roll minimization, was achieved within three to five lifts through the anticipatory 
control of digit forces to generate a moment that countered object roll. Specifically, the load 
forces of the digit on the side of the center of mass were larger than the other digit. Thus, 
sensorimotor experience enables the central nervous system to form an internal representation of 
object dynamics that can be used for successful performance. A similar finding was shown in 
whole hand grasping where the grip forces of the fingers were coordinated and varied for 
different object centers of mass (Santello and Soechting 2000).  
All the above studies into the control of grip and load forces employed objects with 
constrained contact points at the location of the force transducer. A major limitation of 
constraining contact points is that most objects of daily living allow contact points to vary (Heald 
et al. 2018) and object manipulation thus involves controlling both effector kinetics and 
kinematics. 
The coordination between effector kinetics and kinematics was initially explored by 
examining the choice of digit contact point. This choice is influenced by the intention of the task 
with contact points varying by end-goal height (Cohen and Rosenbaum 2004), whether the goal 
is to lift or pour a grasped bottle (Craje et al. 2011), or to prevent object roll (Lukos et al. 2007). 
More recent research has examined the combined influence of kinetic and kinematic control and 
determined that there exists a continuum of control between grasp kinetics and kinematics (Fu et 
al. 2010; Lukos et al. 2008). Specifically, learned manipulation relies on a force-to-placement 
coordination to successfully perform the task when the grasp surface is unconstrained (Fu et al. 
2010; Lee-Miller et al. 2016) (Appendix B).  
One of the paradigms used to examine force-to-placement coordination is similar to 
previous studies on object torque control through varying object center of mass (Johansson et al. 
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1999; Salimi et al. 2000; Wing and Lederman 1998). Learned manipulation thus involves the 
modulation of digit forces and placement to generate a compensatory moment that counters 
object roll (Fu et al. 2010; Lukos et al. 2008). Specifically, successful (minimal object roll) 
grasping and manipulation of an object with an asymmetrical center of mass occurs by 1) 
partitioning digit placement by placing the digit on the side of the center of mass higher, and/or 
2) applying larger load force on the digit closer to the center of mass. Feedback from digit 
contact is used to adjust digit forces accordingly to generate the appropriate compensatory 
moment prior to lift-off (Davare et al. 2019; Mojtahedi et al. 2015; Toma et al. 2019). This 
covariation of digit forces-to-placement allows the generation of a stable compensatory moment 
despite trial-to-trial variability in digit placement (Fu et al. 2010; Lukos et al. 2013). This force-
to-placement covariation is similar to the concept of motor equivalence which refers to the 
ability to vary different performance variables while maintaining the same performance outcome 
(Bernstein 1966; Cole and Abbs 1986; Lashley 1930; Wing 2000). Thus, the generation of a 
stable compensatory moment despite variability in digit forces and placement indicates a high-
level representation of torque information. Aside from two-digit precision grasping, we have 
recently shown that this feature is seen in whole-hand (Marneweck et al. 2016) (Appendix D) 
and bimanual (Lee-Miller et al. 2019)(Appendix E) manipulation. Thus, this is a general feature 
of grasping and manipulation across multiple effectors. 
 A possible theoretical framework to describe this general feature relies on internal 
representations of object properties that can be accessed through feedforward and feedback 
processes to enable successful performance (Flanagan et al. 2009; Gordon and Salimi 2004; 
Haruno et al. 2001; Johansson and Edin 1993; Salimi et al. 2000; Witney 2004). Based on this 
framework, successful object manipulation relies on the use of sensory cues and prior 
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sensorimotor memories to form an internal representation of the object and task. The feature of 
force-to-placement covariation and variability while maintaining a stable compensatory moment 
has been suggested to show a high-level representation (Fu et al. 2011; Fu et al. 2010; 
Marneweck et al. 2016). In these instances, a high-level of representation corresponds to learning 
that generalizes to the task goal (reducing object roll by generating a compensatory moment) as 
opposed to a low-level of representation where digit force and placement are learnt separately. 
Thus, this high-level of representation includes an internal representation of object properties and 
the corresponding kinetics and kinematics required for the task. Additionally, because of the 
asymmetry of the object, the digits/hands placed on both sides of the object apply different load 
forces and thus have to be coordinated to ensure appropriate performance. The extent to which 
this high-level representation is task- or effector-specific has been studied with varying 
conclusions.  
Table 1 provides a summary of the results of various studies examining the transfer of 
grasping and manipulation tasks. Learned representations of object weight or texture correspond 
to a high-level of generalization as evidenced by the positive contralateral hand transfer of 
weight information (Chan et al. 1990; Chang et al. 2008; Gordon et al. 1994; Gordon and Salimi 
2004; Westling and Johansson 1984; Westling and Johansson 1987). In contrast, information 
about object torque does not transfer as readily across most contexts. Learned object torque in 
one direction (e.g. clockwise for an object with a center of mass located towards the right of 
midline), does not transfer across hands (Bursztyn and Flanagan 2008; Fu et al. 2014; Gordon 
and Salimi 2004). Additionally, 180° object rotations, which rotate the center of mass from the 
right to the left or vice versa, do not lead to transfer (Fu et al. 2010; Salimi et al. 2003; Zhang et 
al. 2010). The lack of transfer across the hands could be due to the mirror symmetry mapping of 
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digit forces between the hands where forces learned in the right thumb would transfer to forces 
of the left (Fu et al. 2014). As such, it was suggested that object rotation followed by 
contralateral hand switch would enable transfer as it maintains the intrinsic reference frame of 
the body. However, further studies have failed to show a transfer of torque after hand switch and 
object rotation (Albert et al. 2009; Bursztyn and Flanagan 2008). Thus, learned manipulation of 
object torque seems to be specific to the frame of reference between the object and body.  
Table 1: List of previous studies examining the transfer of learned manipulation 
 
 
Further studies examining how maintaining the object reference frame while altering the 
effectors such as 180° hand rotation or contralateral hand rotation showed partial transfer 
(Bursztyn and Flanagan 2008). 180° hand rotations involve wrist flexions that rotate the digits 
Table 1: Previous studies examining the transfer of learned manipulation
Authors Learned Manipulation Transfer condition Results
Chang et al 2008 Object weight in a two-digit lift Open palm hefting to contralateral hand Transfer of forces across hand
Chan et al 1990; Gordon et al 
1994 Object weight in a two-digit lift Contralateral hand transfer Transfer of forces across hand
Gordon and Salimi 2004 Object weight and torque in a two-digit lift Contralateral hand transfer Transfer of weight but not torque
Salimi et al 2003; Zhang et al 
2010 Object torque in a two-digit lift Rotation of asymmetrical object
Negative transfer (interference) after 
rotation
Albert et al 2009; Bursztyn 
and Flanagan 2008
Object torque in a two- or three-
digit lift Rotation and Contralateral transfer No transfer of torque
Bursztyn and Flanagan 2008 Object Torque in a constrained two-digit lift
Hand rotation, Contralateral hand 
rotation, Hand and object rotation Partial transfer of torque
Marneweck et al 2015 Object torque in an unconstrained two-digit lift Hand rotation No transfer of torque
Fu et al 2014 Object torque in an unconstrained two-digit lift
Contralateral hand transfer, Object 
rotation, Contralateral hand transfer 
and object rotation
Negative transfer (interference) after 
object rotation, no transfer otherwise
Fu et al 2011 Object torque in a two- or three-digit lift
Two to three digit or Three to two digit 
transfer




such that the fingertips are facing the body. Such rotation, with constrained contact points, places 
a biomechanical constraint on the hand and limits the range of motion, which could be the reason 
for the positive performance. Additionally, most of the studies constrained digit placement 
collinearly and thus only load forces contributed to the generation of compensatory moments. To 
examine the effect of changing the body and/or hand, to object frame of reference on 
unconstrained grasping, we performed a similar study where the frame of reference was varied 
across trials (Marneweck et al. 2015) (Appendix C). In this study, we examined how maintaining 
or modifying the object-body or object-hand frame of reference might affect learned 
manipulation. Object-body and object-hand frame of reference was maintained through i) 360° 
object rotations, ii) 360° subject rotations, iii) 360° object and subject rotations, and iv) 180° 
object and subject rotations. Object-body and object-hand relations were modified through v) 
180° object rotations, and vi) 180° subject rotations. Object-hand relations were modified while 
maintaining object-body relations by vii) 180° hand rotations. Object-body relations were 
modified while maintaining object-hand relations by viii) 180° hand and subject rotations. 
Overall, we found that only when maintaining these frames of reference (i-iv) was there positive 
transfer. Conditions that modified any of the learned frames of reference (v-viii) disrupted the 
ability to transfer. Additionally, in contrast to the previous study, when the grasp surface was 
unconstrained, participants failed to transfer learned object torque after 180° hand rotation. We 
argue that the biomechanical constraints placed on the hand during these rotations makes it 
difficult to examine learned behavior. Further studies on unconstrained grasping showed similar 
lack of transfer during contralateral hand switch, object rotation, and contralateral hand and 
object rotation (Fu and Santello 2014). These studies further reinforce the understanding that the 
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high-level learning of compensatory moment generation exists in a specific body/hand and object 
frame of reference.  
Generalizability can also be examined by observing the influence of changing the number 
of digits/degrees of freedom in contact with the object. To study effector-specificity, Fu et al 
(2011) performed a set of experiments where transfer of learned torque was examined by 
changing the degrees of freedom between two and three-digit grasping. Successful transfer of 
compensatory moment was shown both when switching from two to three digits, and when 
switching from three to two digits. Additionally, it was found that initial transfer was driven by 
digit center of pressure. Specifically, adding or removing digits resulted in a change of the 
overall center of pressure while load forces were evenly redistributed according to pre-transfer 
estimates. A high-level representation of task enabled the sensorimotor system to use feedback 
about digit center of pressure after changing degrees of freedom to modulate digit load forces 
accordingly. Thus, even though learned manipulation of object torque is sensitive to the object-
body and object-hand frame of reference, it is not digit specific. Correspondingly, contralateral 
hand transfer does not generalize because it changes the object-hand frame of reference while 
adding or removing digits maintains this reference frame.  
Aside from the addition or removal of the number of digits, effector specificity can also 
be examined through changing the number of hands used to grasp the object. Changing from 
unimanual to bimanual grasping or vice versa is a more complex task than adding or removing 
fingers of one hand. This change challenges the congruence of the hand-object reference frame 
by requiring the fingers of one hand to take over the role of the contralateral thumb and vice 
versa. Thus, even though the object-body frame of reference needs to be maintained for learning 
to generalize, the extent to which transferring between unimanual and bimanual grasping 
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maintains or modifies the object-hand frame of reference and if this leads to positive transfer is 
not known. Additionally, how changing the degrees of freedom affects transfer and 
generalization is not fully known. 
In the present study, we aim to determine if learned manipulation of object torque 
generalizes to different effectors and degrees of freedom between whole-hand unimanual and 
bimanual grasping. The specific aims of the study are to determine if learned manipulation 
of object torque generalizes from 1) unimanual to bimanual grasping, and/or 2) bimanual 
to unimanual grasping, regardless of the hand used in unimanual grasping. A secondary 
aim will be to replicate previous results showing lack of contralateral hand transfer. 
Participants grasped and lifted a visually symmetrical small box with varying centers of mass 
using either a unimanual or bimanual grasp. After 10 lifts with the same center of mass and 
grasp, we examined the transfer to another grasp type. In this way, we examined transfer 
between unimanual to bimanual grasps and contralateral transfer between right hand unimanual 
and left hand unimanual grasps. The ability to successfully transfer learned manipulation was 
studied by measuring the peak roll before and after transfer and examining the generation of 
compensatory moment. When switching from a 5-digit unimanual grasp to a 10-digit bimanual 
grasp, the forces and placement of the thumb have to be transferred to the contralateral hand, 
while the opposite is true when switching from a bimanual to unimanual grasp. In both cases, the 
contribution of the fingers remains relatively the same. We expected that it would be more 
complex for the thumb to match the forces and placement of the hand while it would be less 
complex for the digits of the hand to match to forces and placement of the thumb. Thus, we 
hypothesize that learned manipulation would generalize when adding degrees of freedom and 
effectors (unimanual to bimanual transfer) but would fail to generalize when removing degrees 
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of freedom and effectors (bimanual to unimanual transfer). This would be shown by similar peak 
rolls and compensatory moments between the pre- and post-transfer trials when transferring from 
unimanual to bimanual grasps but not for bimanual to unimanual grasps. We also hypothesize a 
lack of transfer when switching to a contralateral unimanual grasp.  
To test the hypothesis that learned manipulation generalizes between unimanual and 
bimanual grasps, participants performed lifts with a right hand unimanual grasp, followed by a 
bimanual grasp, and then a left hand unimanual grasp (first grasp order condition: right hand – 
bimanual – left hand). To ascertain that the results of the bimanual to unimanual transfer are not 
due to hand dominance, a second grasp order condition was performed (left hand – bimanual – 
right hand). We do not expect that learning from the initial unimanual trials to interfere with the 
subsequent contralateral unimanual blocks after the bimanual transfer because performance has 
been shown to be influenced by the most recent sensorimotor experience (Baugh et al. 2012; 
Flanagan et al. 2001; Quaney et al. 2003; Shibata et al. 2014). However, to ensure that the order 
of grasp type did not influence the results we introduced a third grasp order condition (bimanual 
– right hand – left hand). This third condition also confirmed previous findings showing a lack of 
contralateral transfer (Fu et al. 2014) while also allowing a comparison between novel and 
transfer trials with a bimanual grasp. Thus, using these three grasp order conditions, we aim to 
show that learned manipulation of object torque generalizes across multiple effectors and degrees 
of freedom. If our results support these hypotheses, it would mean that object torque is learned 
on a high level of representation that can be accessed through multiple effectors but that the 
ability to generalize is based on whether the number of degrees of freedom and effectors are 




Chapter 2: Materials and Methods 
2.1 Participants  
 30 healthy adults (median age: 26 yr., range: 19-34 yr.; 16 women) with normal or 
corrected-to-normal vision and no upper limb orthopedic impairments were recruited to 
participate in the study. Participants were right-handed with handedness determined using the 
Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (laterality quotient >90). Written informed consent was 
obtained prior to participation in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The study is part 
of a larger group of studies that was approved by the Teachers College, Columbia University 
Institutional Review Board. 
2.2 Apparatus 
 For the object, a custom-made device similar to that in a previous study was used 
(Marneweck et al. 2016)(Appendix D). Figure 1A shows the schematic of the box (height, width, 
depth = 165, 80, 85 mm) that was used for the study. The box is visually symmetrical with 
compartments within the box to change its center of mass. Adding lead weights to the 
compartments generated object torques of ± 20 Ncm depending on if the weights were placed on 
the left or right compartments. Sandpaper (100 grit) covered the carbon fiber grip surfaces on 
either side (height, width, thickness = 150, 80, 3 mm). A 6-axis force transducer (Mini 40, ATI 
Industrial Automation, NC, USA) was attached onto each of the grip surfaces. These force 
transducers measured grip and load forces, as well as the overall torque exerted on the surface 
with a resolution of 0.02 N, 0.01 N, and 0.125 Nmm respectively. An electromagnetic sensor 
(Polhemus Fasttrack, 0.005mm range, 0.025° resolution) was attached to the top of the device to 




Figure 1: Experimental Apparatus. A. Physical appearance of the object as presented to 
the participants and the inner components. B. Schematic layout of the grasped object 
showing the total forces produced by the digits on each side and the direction of resultant 











































Each of the 3 conditions was performed by 10 participants (Table 2). Prior to the start of 
the experiment, markers were attached to the fingertips of the participants. Participants were 
seated in front of a height-adjustable table, with their elbows flexed 90° in the parasagittal plane. 
Their hands were placed on the edge of the table. They then performed 3 practice trials per grasp 
type in their respective grasp order on a practice box with a symmetrical center of mass. 
Participants were instructed to lift the box at a smooth and self-directed pace. After an audio 
tone, participants reached and grasped the object on the lateral surface with the appropriate grasp 
type, anywhere on the respective grip surfaces, and lifted the object vertically upwards. A 10 cm 
reference marker was placed next to the object to indicate the minimum lift height. The object 
was held at that height until presentation of a second audio tone (5 s after first tone), after which 
they placed the object back on the table and returned their hands to the start point awaiting the 
start of the next trial. At the end of the practice trials, the experimental box was placed in front of 
the participant, without lifting the box up. Participants then performed blocks of 10 lifts in each 
grasp type in their grasp order with the same center of mass. After a 5-minute rest, participants 
repeated the practice (using the same practice device) and condition (using the actual device) 
with the opposite center of mass. Condition and center of mass order were counterbalanced.  
Table 2: Grasp order of each condition 
 
Table 2: Grasp order of each condition
Condition Grasp Order
Trial 1-10 Trial 11-20 Trial 21-30
1 Right hand Unimanual Bimanual Left hand Unimanual
2 Left hand Unimanual Bimanual Right hand Unimanual
3 Bimanual Right hand Unimanual Left hand Unimanual
13 
 
2.4 Data Processing  
 Throughout the lifts, effector forces and torques applied to the grip surfaces recorded by 
the force transducers, and position data of the box recorded by the electromagnetic sensor were 
sampled at 500 and 120 Hz, respectively, using custom written software in WinSC/Zoom (Umeå 
University, Sweden). Digit placement data was sampled at 120 Hz. A second-order low pass 
Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 6 Hz was used to filter the data collected. To 
examine anticipatory planning, measures will be recorded at lift-onset, before performance-
specific feedback mechanisms influence grasp control (Fu and Santello 2014). Lift onset was 
defined as the point at which the vertical position of the object went above 1 mm and 
subsequently remained above this value. Object roll and all other force variables occurred in the 
frontal plane. Figure 1B shows how the forces and placement are applied in a right handed and 
bimanual grasp. The outcome measures included: 
1. Peak object roll, defined as the angle of the object in the frontal plane. Peak object 
roll was recorded within 250 ms after lift onset. It denotes the participants’ ability to 
accomplish the task goal (object roll minimization). Positive values represent 
counterclockwise roll (towards the left) and negative values represent clockwise roll 
(towards the right). 
Measures recorded at lift onset: 
2. Load force (LF), measured in Newton (N), is the tangential component of the force 
exerted on each grasp surface.  
a. Load force difference (LFdiff) = LFleft – LFright 
Positive values indicate larger left than right side LF while negative values 
indicate larger right than left side LF. It should be noted that using this 
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formula, a positive value for the right hand indicates larger thumb LF while a 
positive value for the left hand indicates larger finger LF. 
3. Grip force (GF), measured in Newton (N), is the average normal component of the 
force exerted on each grasp surface. 
4. Center of pressure (COP), measured in centimeters (cm), is the equivalent vertical 
point of application of all the digits on each grasp surface. For multiple digits, this is 
the net COP after considering all individual digit COPs. This was computed using the 
formula (Fu et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2010): 
COPside = [Txside – (LFside * thickness of grip surface)] / GFside 
where Tx, torque applied in the frontal plane, is the torque generated on each side of 
the grasp surface measured in Newton centimeter (Ncm). The thickness of the grip 
surface was 0.5 cm. 
a. Center of pressure difference (COPdiff) = COPleft – COPright 
Positive values indicate higher left than right side COP, while negative values 
indicated higher right than left side COP. Similar to LFdiff, a positive value for 
the right hand indicates higher thumb COP while a positive value for the left 
hand indicates higher finger COP. 
5. Compensatory moment (Mcom), measured in Newton centimeter (Ncm), is defined as 
the anticipatory torque generated by the hand/s, to counter object torque. This was 
computed using a similar formula (Fu et al. 2010; Latash and Zatsiorsky 2009; Zhang 
et al. 2010): 
Mcom = [(LFdiff) * d/2] + [(GFaverage * COPdiff)] 
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where d is the width of the box (8.1 cm). A positive Mcom denotes a clockwise 
moment while a negative Mcom denotes a counter-clockwise moment.  
6. Digit placement (DP) is the relative height of all the digits to the bottom of the box 
and was measured using Viconâ motion capture. 
2.5 Data Analysis 
 Peak roll was used to determine accomplishment of task goal. Anticipatory planning of 
digit forces and placement were analyzed using the resultant Mcom, LFdiff, GF, COPdiff, and 
HPdiff at lift onset. Peak roll, Mcom, GF, LF, and COP were analyzed using a custom written 
software in WinZoom (Umeå University, Sweden). Digit placement was analyzed using Viconâ 
Nexus (Lake Forest, CA). 
To examine the generalization of learned manipulation across grasp types, we performed 
a repeated measures ANOVA with grasp type (right hand, bimanual, left hand), trial (first, tenth), 
and center of mass (left, right) as the within-subjects factor to compare the peak roll, Mcom, 
COPdiff, average GF, and LFdiff for each condition. To compare digit placement across the trials, 
we performed a repeated measures ANOVA with digit (thumb, index, middle, ring, little finger), 
trial (first and last), center of mass (left and right), and hand (right hand, bimanual right hand, 
bimanual left hand, left hand) as the within-subjects factors. To determine if grasp order (novel 
or transfer trial) affected each grasp type, we performed a one-way ANOVA comparing each 
grasp type across the conditions for peak roll, Mcom, COPdiff, LFdiff, and DP. For grip force, to 
determine if GFleft was different from GFright, we performed a mixed model ANOVA with grasp, 
COM (left, right), and side (left, right) as the within-subjects factor and condition as the 
between-subjects factor. Additionally, we wanted to examine the respective contribution of the 
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two components of Mcom (LFdiff and COPdiff x GF) across each condition before and after 
transfer. To do this, we computed the actual torque generated by these two components and ran 
the same one-way ANOVA on the results. We also examined learning by performing repeated 
measures ANOVAs on peak roll and Mcom with COM (left, right) and trial (1 to 10) as the 
within-subjects factor for each hand and condition. Effect sizes were reported using partial eta 
squared, ηp2. Bonferroni corrections were used where applicable. Sphericity assumptions were 
also tested and corrected using the Greenhouse-Geisser correction where appropriate. 
Significance was considered at the p < 0.05 level.  
Chapter 3: Results 
 In the present study, we examined generalization of learned dexterous manipulation 
through the transfer of torque information from unimanual to bimanual grasps and from 
bimanual to unimanual grasps. To examine transfer, we quantified participants’ ability to 
minimize the roll of an object with an asymmetrical center of mass and their ability to generate a 
compensatory moment (Mcom) to counter object torque. We also examined contralateral hand 
transfer. The reduction of object roll after transfer and the generation of Mcom in the appropriate 
direction but not amplitude was evidence to show the partial generalization of learned 
manipulation. 
3.1 Learning of Mcom Generation within 3 trials during Novel and Transfer Lifts 
To examine the time course of learning, we compared the peak roll and Mcom of each 
hand over the 10 trials during the novel lift blocks (condition 1 for the right hand, condition 2 for 
the left hand, and condition 3 for bimanual). Figure 2 shows the peak roll and Mcom for each 
trial averaged across the participants in both the left and right COM. Results showed that by trial 
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2, peak roll was reduced due to the generation of an appropriate Mcom, which stabilized by trial 














Figure 2: Novel learning of Mcom and reduction of peak roll. Average (± S.E) Mcom and 
peak roll across the 10 trials for the right hand (A, B), bimanual (C, D), and left hand (E, 
F) for each COM. Data for each grasp are taken from the novel condition block. 
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Similar to the learning on novel trials, on the transfer trials for the unimanual grasps, roll 
reduction and Mcom generation was stabilized after 3 trials. However, on the first transfer trial, 
Mcom generation was generated in the appropriate direction but insufficient magnitude leading 
to larger peak rolls (Figure 3). This improved on trial 2 with peak roll minimization and Mcom 
generated similar to the target Mcom by the third trial. In contrast, roll reduction for the 
bimanual transfer trials were minimized by trial 2 while Mcom generation stabilized similar to 
the other grasps, at trial 3. Thus, even though initial performance on the transfer trials was better, 
novel and transfer blocks have similar learning rates with reduction of peak roll after bimanual 








Figure 3: Transfer learning of Mcom and reduction of peak roll. Average (± S.E) Mcom 
and peak roll across the 10 trials for the right hand (A, B), bimanual (C, D), and left hand 
(E, F) for each COM. Data for each grasp are taken from the transfer condition block. 
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3.2 Learned Generation of Mcom Differs between Unimanual and Bimanual Grasps 
 On the 10th lift (last pre-transfer trial), all participants performed the task successfully 
through the minimization of peak roll and generation of the appropriate Mcom. However, even 
though Mcom was similar across the different grasps, the way in which Mcom was generated 
differed between the grasps. Figure 4 shows the representative plots of the outcome measures at 
trial 10 with a left center of mass (COM) for lifts with the right hand, bimanually, and left hand. 
Minimization of peak roll (> -2°, or < 2°) and generation of the appropriate Mcom (~ 20 Ncm) 
was seen for all grasps. Where the grasps differ was in the way that Mcom was generated. For 
effector center of pressure (COP), in right hand grasps, learned manipulation was characterized 
by generally higher thumb (left side) COP than that of the fingers (right side). Similarly, in the 
bimanual grasps, the left hand exerted a higher COP than the right hand. However, left-handed 
grasps showed collinear COP of the thumb (right side) and the fingers (left side). It should be 
noted that the COP measured in this study is the equivalent COP of all the digits on the 
corresponding side. For the load forces (LFs), both right- and left-hand unimanual grasping 
showed larger LFs of the fingers (right and left side respectively) while bimanual grasps showed 
larger LFs of the left compared to the right hand. Grip forces (GFs) of the right side were slightly 
higher than those of the left side for all 3 grasp types. Additionally, GF of the right and left hand 




Figure 4: Representative plots for trial 10 of the left COM for the right hand, bimanual, 
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Figure 5 shows the representative plots with the object having a right COM. Learned 
manipulation of the right COM was similar to that with the left COM in the minimization of 
peak roll and generation of appropriate Mcom (~ - 20 Ncm). Right hand Mcoms were generated 
by generally collinear COPs, larger finger than thumb LFs, and slightly larger thumb than finger 
GFs. Mcoms of bimanual grasps were generated by higher COPs and larger LFs of the right 
compared to the left hand, and slightly higher GF of the left hand. Mcoms for the left hand 
unimanual grasps were generated by higher thumb COP than COP of the fingers, larger finger 
LFs than thumb, and slightly larger finger GFs. Similar to the left COM, GFs of the right and left 
hands during unimanual grasps were larger than GFs of the hands during bimanual grasps.  
Overall, in unimanual grasping, the COP of the thumb was either collinear or higher than 
the equivalent COP of the fingers while the combined LF of the four fingers was always larger 
than the LF of the thumb. The magnitude of these differences was determined by the COM of the 
object and the required Mcom. For the bimanual grasps, similar to two-digit grasping with the 
dominant hand, COP difference and LF difference were modulated in the direction of Mcom 
generation. These findings are similar to our previous studies on whole-hand grasping 





Figure 5: Representative plots for trial 10 of the right COM for the right hand, bimanual, 
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3.3 Reduction of Peak Roll after Unimanual to Bimanual Transfer 
 Explicit performance of the task goal was observed by recording the peak roll after lift 
onset to determine if Mcom generation was able to counter object torque. Figure 6 shows the 
average peak roll across all participants in each condition and grasp. Analysis of the results 
showed that 1) all participants were able to successfully minimize roll by trial 10, 2) unimanual 
to bimanual grasp transfer resulted in a reduction in peak roll compared to novel trials in all 
grasp types, and 3) contralateral switch did not result in a reduction of peak roll. Figures 6A and 
B show the results of the first transfer condition (right hand – bimanual – left hand). Results of 
the repeated measures ANOVA showed that there was a statistically significant interaction 
between COM, grasp, and trial F(2,18) = 7.49, p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.45. Post hoc tests revealed that 
trial 10 had a smaller peak roll than trial 1 for all grasps (p’s < 0.05). On the transfer trials, trial 1 
of the bimanual transfer had a smaller peak roll than trial 1 for the novel right-hand lift for both 
the left and right COM. No significant difference was found between the peak roll of trial 1 in 
the left hand unimanual transfer trial and that of the novel right hand trial. Similar results were 
seen for condition 2 (left hand – bimanual – right hand) where there was a statistically significant 
interaction between COM, grasp, and trial F(2,18) = 11.15, p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.55 with post hoc 
tests revealing a reduction in roll after bimanual transfer (Figures 6C, D). Additionally, for the 
left COM, trial 1 of the right hand transfer trial had a smaller peak roll than trial 1 of the novel 
left hand trial (Figure 6C). For condition 3 (bimanual – right hand – left hand) only significant 
interactions between COM and trial F(2,18) = 152.87, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.94, and between COM 
and grasp F(2,18) = 11.43, p < 0.05,  ηp2 = 0.56 (Figures 6E, F) were observed. Post hoc tests 
revealed that trial 10 had a smaller peak roll than trial 1 for all grasps (p’s < 0.001). There was no 
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significant difference found between pre and post-transfer trials across the grasps for condition 3 
(p > 0.05).  
One-way ANOVAs were performed for each grasp to determine if peak roll minimization 
was due to smaller rolls in the bimanual grasps in general. There was a statistically significant 
difference between trial 1’s for the left center of mass bimanual grasp (F(2,27) = 5.984, p < 
0.05). A Tukey post hoc test revealed that for the bimanual grasp, peak roll at trial 1 was 
statistically significantly lower after transfer (3.89° ± 0.41, 2.88° ± 0.97) compared to the novel 
trial in condition 3 (6.80° ± 0.91, p’s < 0.05). There was no statistically significant difference 
between the other grasps and conditions (p > 0.05). Taken together, the results showed that peak 
roll was reduced immediately after unimanual to bimanual transfer but only minimized after a 
few trials suggesting partial transfer of torque information in this condition. Additionally, 
contralateral transfer did not result in a reduction in peak roll. This suggests either a lack of 
transfer or a lack of ability to use the transferred torque information to significantly affect 




Figure 6: Average peak roll across all conditions. Averaged peak rolls for the first and last 
trials for all grasps in condition 1 (A, B), condition 2 (C, D), and condition 3 (E, F) for the 
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3.4 Transfer Leads to Generation of Mcom in the Appropriate Direction 
 Aside from peak roll, implicit performance of the task can also be determined by 
examining the generation of Mcom that is used to counter object torque. Figure 7 shows the 
average Mcom across all participants in each condition and grasp. Analysis of the results showed 
that 1) all participants were able to generate the appropriate Mcom by trial 10, 2) unimanual to 
bimanual grasp transfer resulted in generation of Mcom in the appropriate direction but not 
magnitude, 3) bimanual to unimanual grasp transfer resulted in generation of Mcom that was 
smaller in magnitude than unimanual to bimanual transfers, and 4) contralateral switch did not 
result in appropriate Mcom generation. Results of the repeated measures ANOVA for condition 
1 showed that there was a statistically significant interaction between COM, grasp, and trial 
F(2,18) = 30.02, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.77 (Figures 7A, B). Post hoc tests revealed that trial 10 had 
larger Mcoms than trial 1 for all grasps (p’s < 0.05). Trial 1 of the bimanual transfer had a larger 
Mcom than trial 1 for the novel right-hand lift for both left and right COM. Additionally, trial 1 
of the left-hand transfer had a larger Mcom than trial 1 for the novel right-hand lift for the right 
COM. Comparing between COMs showed that Mcom was different for all except trial 1 of the 
right hand (Figure 7 ‘+’ sign). These results showed that unimanual to bimanual transfer resulted 
in Mcom generation that was more than half the required Mcom to minimize roll. In the 
bimanual to unimanual transfer trials, depending on the COM, Mcom was applied in the right 
direction but insufficient magnitude in the first post-transfer unimanual trials. These results were 
confirmed with condition 2 where results revealed a similar statistically significant interaction 
between COM, grasp, and trial F(2,18) = 20.21, p < 0.001,  ηp2 = 0.69 (Figures 7C, D). Bimanual 
transfer similarly resulted in Mcoms larger than trial 1 for the novel lifts. Right hand transfer 
resulted in larger Mcoms for only the left COM but smaller than after bimanual transfer. 
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Significant interaction results from condition 3 (F(1.29,11.58) = 12.57, p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.58) 
further confirmed the small Mcom for unimanual transfer and showed that contralateral switch 
resulted in close to no Mcom generation (Figures 7E, F).  
 For bimanual grasps a significant difference between trial 1’s for the left COM (F(2,27) = 
21.87, p < 0.001), and right COM (F(2,27) = 17.21, p < 0.001) was observed. Tukey post hoc 
tests revealed that Mcom at trial 1 was statistically significantly closer to the target Mcom after 
bimanual transfer (condition 1 and 2) compared to the novel trial in condition 3 (p’s < 0.001) for 
the left and right COM. For the right hand grasps there were differences between trial 1’s for the 
left COM (F(2,27) = 5.357, p < 0.05). Tukey post hoc test revealed that Mcom at trial 1 was 
larger after unimanual transfer (condition 2 and 3) compared to the novel trial in condition 1. For 
left hand grasps, differences between trial 1’s were seen for the left COM (F(2,27) = 5.75, p < 
0.05), and right COM (F(2,27) = 3.459, p < 0.05). A Tukey post hoc test revealed that Mcom at 
trial 1 was closer to the target Mcom after unimanual transfer (condition 1) compared to the 
novel trial in condition 2 and the contralateral trial in condition 3 (p’s < 0.05) for the left and 
right COM. Taken together, these results show that peak roll reduction after bimanual transfer 
was due to Mcom generation in the appropriate direction. After unimanual transfer, even though 
Mcom was generated in the appropriate direction, Mcoms were too small to result in a reduction 
of peak roll. For the right hand, partial transfer was only seen when object COM was on the 
thumb side. For the left hand, partial transfer was seen on both COM locations. Contralateral 




Figure 7: Average Mcom across all conditions. Averaged Mcom for the first and last trials 
for all grasps in condition 1 (A, B), condition 2 (C, D), and condition 3 (E, F) for the left 
and right COM. Horizontal dotted line represents the target Mcom. Significance indicated 
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3.5 Post-Transfer Generation of Mcom was due to COP Modulation 
 As reported above, the contribution of COP to Mcom differs depending on the grasp type. 
For unimanual grasps, the thumb generally has a higher COP than the equivalent COP of the 
fingers regardless of COM location while bimanual grasps have varying COP depending on 
COM location. For a left COM, a positive COPdiff would assist in Mcom generation in the 
appropriate direction to counter object roll. For a right COM, negative COPdiff would have the 
same effect. A positive COPdiff results from a higher thumb COP for the right hand and higher 
finger COPs for the left hand and vice versa for a negative COPdiff. Figure 8 shows the average 
COPdiff across all participants in each condition and grasp. The results showed that 1) 
contribution of COP to Mcom generation at trial 10 depended on the grasp type and COM, 2) 
unimanual to bimanual grasp transfer resulted in COPdiff that was in the same direction as Mcom, 
3) bimanual to unimanual grasp transfer resulted in COPdiff in the same direction as Mcom only 
when Mcom required thumb COP to be higher, and 4) contralateral switch did not result in any 
change in COPdiff. For condition 1, post hoc tests performed after a significant interaction 
between COM, grasp, and trial (F(2,18) = 3.90, p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.30) revealed that trial 10 had a 
different COPdiff than trial 1 for all grasps (p’s < 0.05) except the left hand in the right COM 
condition (Figures 8A, B). For the left COM, trial 1 of the bimanual transfer and novel right hand 
showed a higher left side (left hand, right thumb respectively) than right side (right hand, right 
fingers) COP. Comparatively, trial 1 for the left hand transfer trial had a higher right side (left 
thumb) than left side (left fingers) COP. For the right COM, trial 1 of the novel right hand had a 
higher thumb to fingers COP while the bimanual and left hand transfer trials showed a higher 
right side (right hand, left thumb) to left side (left hand, left fingers) COP. Left to right COM 
was different for all except trial 1 of the right hand. In condition 1 for unimanual grasps, COPdiff 
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differentially contributes to Mcom generation. Additionally, unimanual to bimanual transfer 
trials resulted in COPdiff that assisted in the generation of the appropriate Mcom. Bimanual to 
unimanual trials showed positive transfer only when the direction of COPdiff was in the 
stereotypical direction of the unimanual grasp (i.e. higher thumb than finger COP). Similar 
results were seen in condition 2 where post hoc tests showed a difference between trial 1 and 
trial 10 for all grasp types (COM and trial interaction, F(2,18) = 52.23, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.85). 
Additionally, COPdiff at trial 10 depended on the COM (COM and grasp interaction, F(2,18) = 
47.26, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.84). Post hoc tests revealed similar results to condition 1 for the 
bimanual transfer trials, and opposite results for the right hand transfer trials in condition 2 
compared to the left hand transfer trials in condition 1. This further shows that positive 
unimanual transfer only results when the trial requires a higher thumb than finger COP. Similar 
bimanual to unimanual results were seen for condition 3 (COM, grasp, and trial interaction, 
F(2,18) = 7.04, p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.44). Contralateral switch did not result in transfer of COPdiff 
(Figures 8E, F). 
 Comparison of the first novel to transfer trial within each grasp type showed that 
bimanual transfer resulted in COPdiff that assisted Mcom generation (left COM, F(2,27) = 
8.16, p < 0.05, and right COM F(2,27) = 5.43, p < 0.05) while only in the left COM did right 
hand unimanual transfer result in COPdiff that assisted Mcom generation (F(2,27) = 4.13, p < 
0.05). For bimanual grasps, Tukey post hoc tests revealed that COPdiff at trial 1 was statistically 
significantly larger after bimanual transfer (condition 1 and 2) compared to the novel trial in 
condition 3 (p’s < 0.05). For the right hand grasp, COPdiff at trial 1 was statistically significantly 
higher after unimanual transfer (condition 2 and 3) compared to the novel trial in condition 1. 
Taken together, partial generation of Mcom after bimanual transfer was due to COP modulation 
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regardless of the COM while partial generation of Mcom after right hand unimanual transfer was 
seen when object COM was on the thumb side and due to higher thumb to finger COPs. After 
left hand transfer, appropriate generation of Mcom when object COM was on the side of the 
fingers (left COM) was not due to COP transfer. Contralateral hand switch did not result in the 











Figure 8: Average COPdiff across all conditions. COPdiff for the first and last trials for all 
grasps in condition 1 (A, B), condition 2 (C, D), and condition 3 (E, F) for the left and right 
COM. Significance indicated by the asterisk for within COM and by the plus sign for 
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3.6 Digit Placement not Modulated across Condition 
 Overall changes in COPdiff could have been caused by either changes in digit placement 
(DP) or changes in the contribution of individual digit COPs to the overall COP diff, this in turn 
being caused by changes in digit GFs. Analysis of kinematic data of DP showed that 1) condition 
did not affect DP, 2) DPs of unimanual grasps were different from DPs of bimanual grasps, and 
3) there were small differences in a few DPs between trials 1 and 10. There were no significant 
differences across the conditions thus DP was averaged across all the conditions. Figure 9 shows 
the results of DP averaged across all conditions for the right hand (Figures 9A, B), the right hand 
of the bimanual grasps (Figures 9C, D), the left hand of the bimanual grasps (Figures 9E, F), and 
the left hand (Figures 9G, H) (COM, hand, trial, and digit interaction, F(4.89,102.78) = 5.46, p < 
0.001, ηp2 = 0.21). Post hoc results show that when comparing the digits across the hands, 
individual digit placement was different between unimanual and bimanual grasps (p’s < 0.05). 
No significant differences were found when comparing between the right and left unimanual 
grasps or between the right hand and left hand of the bimanual grasps (p’s > 0.05). Overall, our 




Figure 9: Average DP across all conditions. DP for the first and last trials for all grasps 
averaged across the conditions for the left and right COM. Significance indicated by the 
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3.7 GF Differed across Grasps but not Condition 
 As mentioned above, it is the combination of COPdiff and grip force (GF) that result in the 
generation of one torque component. Thus, analysis of GF would provide further insight into the 
transfer of torque information. Analysis of GF results showed that 1) average GF (averaged 
between the left and right grasp sides) did not differ by condition, 2) Unimanual GF was larger 
than bimanual GF, and 3) COM affected which side had a slightly larger GF. There was not a 
significant effect of COM. Figure 10 thus shows the average GF (averaged between the left and 
right COM) across all conditions for trials 1 and 10, each of the grasps. For condition 1 (Figure 
10A), post hoc tests revealed difference between novel trial 1 and 10 for the right hand only 
(grasp and trial interaction, F(2,18) = 17.98, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.67). For trial 1, GF of the left 
hand was higher than GF of right hand and bimanual grasps, which did not differ. For trial 10, 
GF of the left and right hand were higher than that of the bimanual grasp. Results of the 
condition 2 (Figure 10B) showed similar findings to condition 1 (grasp and trial interaction, 
F(2,18) = 9.76, p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.52). Post hoc tests showed smaller GF on the first novel trial 
and smaller bimanual than unimanual GFs. For condition 3 (Figure 10C), trial 1 had a smaller 
GF than trial 10 for all grasps (main effect of trial F(1,9) = 18.90, p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.68). 
Bimanual GF was also smaller than unimanual GF (main effect of grasp F(2,18) = 27.16, p < 
0.001, ηp2 = 0.75). Taken together, our results show that GF of the first novel trial was smaller 
than subsequent GFs while unimanual GFs were larger than bimanual GFs. Additionally, it is 
possible that GF of either side might be affected by the conditions. Mixed model ANOVA on the 
grasp sides showed a significant interaction between grasp, side, and COM F(3.22,6.45) = 
18.68, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.41. Post hoc tests showed that for the left COM, the right side had a 
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larger GF for all trials except for the first trial of the bimanual grasp. For the right COM, the left 














Figure 10: Average GF across all conditions. GF averaged across COM for the first and 
last trials for all grasps in condition 1 (A, B), condition 2 (C, D), and condition 3 (E, F). 
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3.8 LF Difference only Contributed to Mcom Generation on Left Hand Transfer 
Trials when the COM was on the left 
 Similar to COPdiff, for unimanual grasps, the torque direction that LFdiff generates 
depends on whether LF of the thumb or fingers is higher. For a left COM, a positive LFdiff would 
assist in Mcom generation in the appropriate direction to counter object roll. For a right COM, 
negative LFdiff would have the same effect. A negative LFdiff results from higher finger LF for the 
right hand and higher thumb LF for the left hand and vice versa for a positive LFdiff. Analysis of 
the results of LFdiff showed that 1) LF of the fingers was always higher than LF of the thumb for 
unimanual grasps, 2) only left hand left COM transfer trials affected the magnitude of LFdiff. 
Figure 11 shows the results of LFdiff across the conditions. For condition 1, figures 11A and B, 
post hoc tests revealed that trial 1 and 10 did not differ for the left COM but differed for the right 
COM (COM and trial interaction, F(2,18) = 9.58, p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.52). For the left COM, LFdiff 
of all grasp types differed from each other while for the right COM, LFdiff of left hand grasps 
differed from that of the right hand and bimanual grasps (COM and grasp interaction, F(2,18) = 
8.16, p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.48). Condition 2 showed similar results with a main effect of grasp type 
F(2,18) = 45.52, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.84 and a significant interaction between COM and trial 
F(2,18) = 39.14, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.81 (Figures 11C, D). Condition 3 confirmed these results and 
showed that contralateral switch did not result in LFdiff transfer (Figures 11E, F).  
Comparing novel to transfer trial within each grasp type, load forces only differed for the 
left hand between trial 1’s for the left COM (F(2,27) = 5.38, p < 0.05). A Tukey post hoc test 
revealed that LFdiff at trial 1 was statistically significantly higher after unimanual transfer 
(condition 1) compared to the novel trial in condition 2. Taken together, our results show that 
LFdiff only contributed to Mcom generation on the left hand unimanual transfer trials (left COM) 
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and that LFdiff was characterized by larger finger LF for all unimanual grasps. Additionally, we 
do not have sufficient evidence to show that LFdiff of bimanual grasps was modulated in the 













Figure 11: Average LFdiff across all conditions. LFdiff for the first and last trials for all 
grasps in condition 1 (A, B), condition 2 (C, D), and condition 3 (E, F) for the left and right 
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3.9 Transfer of Torque Information Results in Modulation of COP Difference and 
GF  
 As mentioned, Mcom is generated from the combined torques generated from COPdiff and 
GF, and LFdiff. Specifically, the GF of the digits act on the COPs to generate one of the torques 
(GF x COPdiff). Additionally, LFs contribute to torque generation by acting on the width between 
the grasp surfaces (8.1 cm) as the moment arm. Thus, multiplying LFdiff by half this width (4.05 
cm) results in the second torque component. Plotting these components together might provide 
further insight into the mechanisms of torque transfer. Figures 12-14 show the relative 
contribution of both torque components to the resultant Mcom in each of the grasps across trials 
1 and 10 for all conditions. Our results from above showed that LFdiff did not differ within the 
grasps (except for the left hand), as such we will focus our results on GF and COPdiff, which we 
term the “COP torque”. For bimanual grasps, transfer resulted in higher COP torque compared to 
novel trials (left COM F(2,27) = 8.18, p < 0.05, right COM F(2,27) = 7.321, p < 0.05). A Tukey 
post hoc test revealed that COP torque at trial 1 was closer to the target Mcom after bimanual 
transfer (condition 1 and 2) compared to the novel trial in condition 3 (p’s < 0.001) for both left 
and right COM (Figure 12). Thus, unimanual to bimanual transfer of Mcom was driven by 




Figure 12: Bimanual grasp contribution of torque components to Mcom. Stacked bar 
graph showing how LFdiff and GF with COPdiff affected Mcom for trial 1 and 10 in all 
conditions for the left (A) and right (B) COM. Horizontal dotted line indicates target 
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For the right hand unimanual grasps, transfer resulted in higher COP torque compared to 
novel trials only for the left COM (F(2,27) = 8.17, p < 0.05). A Tukey post hoc test revealed that 
COP torque at trial 1 was statistically significantly higher after unimanual transfer (condition 2 
and 3) compared to the novel trial in condition 1 (Figure 13). Thus, bimanual to unimanual 
transfer of the right hand was a result of GF x COPdiff modulation but only when the COM was 










Figure 13: Right hand grasp contribution of torque components to Mcom. Stacked bar 
graph showing how LFdiff and GF with COPdiff affected Mcom for trial 1 and 10 in all 
conditions for the left (A) and right (B) COM. Horizontal dotted line indicates target 
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For the left hand unimanual grasps, aside from a difference between trial 10 of the right 
COM (F(2,27) = 4.073, p < 0.05), COP torque showed no difference in all other conditions. 
(Figure 14). Additionally, post hoc tests for LFdiff showed that LFdiff of the transfer trial in 
condition 1 was higher than that in the novel trial of condition 2 (Figure 14A). Thus, our results 
show that for the left hand, when the COM was on the side of the fingers, Mcom generation was 
due to LF modulation. When the COM was on the side of the thumb (right), Mcom generation 










Figure 14: Left hand grasp contribution of torque components to Mcom. Stacked bar 
graph showing how LFdiff and GF with COPdiff affected Mcom for trial 1 and 10 in all 
conditions for the left (A) and right (B) COM. Horizontal dotted line indicates target 
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3.10 Individual Change of LF difference and COP difference after transfer 
 To observe the individual differences between the last pre-transfer trial and the first post-
transfer trial, we examined how LFdiff and COPdiff changed before and after transfer for each 
transfer condition (Figure 15). The left COM resulted in a counter-clockwise object torque that 
required a positive Mcom to prevent while the right COM resulted in a clockwise torque and was 
countered with a negative Mcom. There are three possible solution to generate a positive Mcom; 
1) positive modulation of both LFdiff and COPdiff, top right quadrants of each graph in Figure 15, 
2) more positive LFdiff and a less negative COPdiff, top left quadrants, 3) more positive COPdiff 
and a less negative LFdiff, bottom right quadrants. The opposite is required to generate a negative 
Mcom. Whether or not different strategies differ in their ability to generalize remains to be seen.  
For the left COM, positive Mcom generation would be represented by data points in the 
top left, top right, or bottom right quadrant (Figures 15A-D), learned manipulation of the right 
hand was characterized by Mcom generation that was due to higher thumb COPs (positive 
COPdiff) and larger finger LFs (negative LFdiff). However, some participants also applied larger 
thumb COP while LF between the thumb and fingers was similar (Figure 15A purple data 
points). One participant applied larger thumb LF and higher thumb COP than that of the fingers 
(top right quadrant). After bimanual transfer, this same participant maintained the same COPdiff 
but applied larger LF on their right hand compared to their left hand (bottom right quadrant) 
resulting in a smaller Mcom (Figure 15A blue arrows and points). Most other participants either 
maintained or applied a smaller COPdiff while also applying more positive LFdiff compared to the 
pre-transfer trials (bottom right to top right quadrant). One other participant showed poor transfer 
by applying smaller COPdiff and LFdiff (bottom right quadrant). When transferring from a 
bimanual grasp to a right hand unimanual grasp (blue points to purple arrows and points), higher 
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COP and larger LF of left hand during pre-transfer bimanual grasp (top right quadrant) was 
transferred to higher thumb COPs but larger finger LFs (bottom right quadrant) for the post-
transfer right hand (Figure 15B). For one participant, LFdiff was negative on the bimanual pre-
transfer trial (bottom right quadrant). For this participant, right hand transfer did not result in 
COP transfer but the same LFdiff with smaller COPdiff than pre-transfer (bottom right quadrant). 
For the left hand, learned manipulation was characterized by varying COPdiff and higher finger 
LFs (Figure 15C, top left and right quadrants, yellow points). On bimanual transfer, LFdiff was 
reduced while positive COPdiff (higher left hand) was applied (Figure 15C, top and bottom right 
quadrants, blue arrows and points). This was the general trend among most of the participants. 
The opposite was seen for bimanual to left hand transfer where positive COPdiff and LFdiff 
transferred to negative COPdiff and positive LFdiff (Figure 15D, top right to top left quadrant). 
Thus, for generalization in the left COM condition, transfer results in COPdiff that facilitate 
Mcom generation, for bimanual and right hand transfer, while individual differences affect the 
overall trajectory of transfer. For left hand transfer, the inherent positive LFdiff drives that 
transfer. 
For the right COM, negative Mcom would be represented by data points in the top left, 
bottom left, or bottom right quadrant (Figures 15E-H), learned manipulation of the right hand for 
most participants involved collinear COPs and larger finger LFs (Figure 15E bottom quadrants, 
purple data points). Bimanual transfer resulted in more collinear LFs while COPs of the right 
hand were larger than that of the left hand (Figure 15E left quadrants, blue arrows and points). 
Two participants applied a positive LFdiff (top left quadrant) during their pre-transfer trials, for 
one participant bimanual post-transfer trial retained a similar COPdiff while the other participant 
applied a more collinear COPdiff but a more negative LFdiff (bottom left quadrant). For novel 
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bimanual trials, learned manipulation was characterized by higher right to left hand COPs and 
larger right to left hand LFs that on right hand transfer trials resulted in larger finger LFs but 
higher thumb COPs showing a lack of positive transfer (Figure 15F, bottom right quadrant blue 
points to bottom left quadrant purple arrows and points). However, one participant showed 
positive transfer by maintaining a similar pre-transfer COPdiff after right hand transfer (bottom 
left to top left quadrant). Left hand to bimanual transfer showed more individual differences in 
LFdiff after transfer while COPdiff after transfer was similar to pre-transfer the COPdiff (Figure 
15G). However, one participant showed negative transfer of COPdiff (bottom left to bottom right 
quadrant). Bimanual to left hand transfer showed the similar characteristic of larger finger LFs 
after unimanual transfer (Figure 15H bottom left blue points to top left yellow points). One 
participant maintained a larger thumb LF but near collinear COPs (bottom left quadrant close to 
0). Thus, results of the right COM are similar to the left COM showing individual transfer driven 
by COPdiff for bimanual and left hand transfer, and no transfer for the right hand.  
Taken together, our results show the individual differences among participants in Mcom 
generation that is due to the range of possible solutions to counter object torque and highlight the 




Figure 15: Pre- and post-transfer effect on LF and COP difference. Individual data points 
showing trial 10 of the pre-transfer grasp and trial 1 of the post-transfer grasp for the left 
COM (A-D) and right COM (E-H). Arrows represent direction of transfer from pre- to 
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Chapter 4: Discussion 
In this study, we used the paradigm of a visually symmetrical object with an 
asymmetrical center of mass to investigate the transfer of learned object dynamics in the 
generalization between unimanual and bimanual dexterous manipulation. Our initial hypotheses 
were that 1) learning would generalize when adding the number of degrees of freedom (5 to 10 
digits) and effectors (one to two hands) in a unimanual to bimanual task, 2) learning would fail to 
generalize in the opposite direction, and 3) learning would fail to generalize after contralateral 
hand switch. By showing partial generalization in both transfer directions, our results partially 
supported the first hypothesis, showed the opposite for the second, and fully supported the third 
hypothesis. Overall, we have shown the partial generalization of learned manipulation when 
switching from unimanual to bimanual grasps and vice versa. This was accomplished through the 
transfer of torque information that resulted in the reduction of peak roll after unimanual to 
bimanual transfer and the generation of compensatory moments in the appropriate direction after 
unimanual and bimanual transfer, and bimanual to unimanual transfer. The post-transfer 
generation of compensatory moment was driven mainly by modulation of digit center of pressure 
with load force modulation assisting left hand unimanual transfer. Aside from the transfer of 
torque information, generalization of learned manipulation during transfer trials also results in 
the transfer of weight information as seen from the appropriate control of grip forces at lift-off. 
Grip forces are controlled in anticipation of object weight (Flanagan et al. 2003; Johansson and 
Westling 1988a; Witney et al. 1999). In the present study, on initial novel trials, grip forces were 
smaller than learned trials regardless of the grasp type. However, during the first transfer trials, 
grip forces were already applied similarly to learned trials due to the transfer of object weight 
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dynamics. This characteristic is seen in all grasps. Here, we report on these findings and discuss 
the implication of generalization on the ability to form high level internal representations. 
4.1 Characteristics of Torque Generation in the Partial Generalization of Learned 
Manipulation 
Full generalization of the learned manipulation would be characterized by a small peak 
roll (similar to the preceding pre-transfer roll) on the first transfer trial, caused by the generation 
of a compensatory moment that is equivalent to the external torque of the object. The relative 
contribution of digit centers of pressure, grip forces, and load forces would depend on the grasp 
type. In instances of partial generalization, as shown in this study, the characteristic of moment 
generation would reveal important information on the ability to generalize across grasps. 
Previous studies have already shown that learned compensatory moment generation is caused by 
center of pressure and load force modulation that each show trial-to-trial variability while 
generating a stable moment (Fu et al. 2010; Lee-Miller et al. 2019; Marneweck et al. 2016). 
Thus, partial generalization could be due to 1) high level transfer of torque information 
represented as a stable compensatory moment generation with subject-to-subject variability in 
centers of pressure and load forces but of insufficient magnitude, 2) low level transfer of only 
center of pressure or load force difference information resulting in smaller moments, or 3) high 
level transfer of compensatory moment that can only be accessed by either center of pressure or 
load force modulation. Our results showing the overall lack of an effect of transfer on load force 
modulation with moment generation driven primarily by center of pressure differences rule out 
the first possible mechanism of transfer. However, the dependence of center of pressure and load 
force difference on grasp type requires a closer look at the effect of transfer on individual grasp 
types before forming a conclusion on the other two possible mechanisms. 
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From our results of learned manipulation in dexterous bimanual grasping (Figure 12), 
peak roll minimization is due to compensatory moment generation as characterized by higher 
equivalent digit centers of pressure and larger total load force of all the digits on the side of the 
object that corresponds with the center of mass (heavier side). On the transfer trials, partial 
generalization resulted in smaller peak rolls through moment generation that was due to a higher 
equivalent digit center of pressure on the heavier side, than lighter side, compared to novel trials. 
However, this difference in center of pressure between the heavier and lighter side on transfer 
trials was still smaller than the difference after multiple trials. Load forces were not affected by 
transfer. Thus, on initial bimanual transfer trials, digit center of pressure difference was 
modulated to generate compensatory moments that partially countered object roll. After more 
experience with the same bimanual grasp, center of pressure difference was larger and load 
forces were modulated accordingly. This characteristic was the same regardless of object center 
of mass. Thus, for bimanual transfer, it is possible that generalization is represented by a low-
level center of pressure modulation. However, when examining the pre- and post-transfer centers 
of pressure (Figure 8), center of pressure modulation after bimanual transfer is in the appropriate 
direction regardless of the magnitude of the preceding unimanual center of pressure difference. 
Thus, regardless of whether the unimanual center of pressure difference is large or collinear, 
bimanual transfer results in center of pressure modulation that is relatively large. That center of 
pressure after bimanual transfer does not mimic pre-transfer center of pressure, but rather, favors 
the appropriate direction of moment generation alludes to a possible high-level transfer of torque 
information. 
In dexterous unimanual grasping (Figures 13 and 14), learned manipulation is similar to 
bimanual grasping in the minimization of peak roll through compensatory moment generation. 
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However, unlike bimanual grasping, unimanual grasping is characterized by higher or collinear 
thumb to finger center of pressure, and larger load force of the fingers compared to the thumb. 
Because of this, moment generation differs by object center of mass and hand used. When the 
center of mass is on the thumb side, a higher thumb than finger center of pressure contributes to 
compensatory moment generation. However, because the load forces of the fingers are always 
larger than that of the thumb, the moment generated by the load forces assists object torque 
instead of countering it. As a result, the compensatory moment generated by the center of 
pressure difference has to compensate for this by generating an even higher compensatory 
moment to account for object torque and moment from load force difference (Figures 13A and 
14B, trial 10). The opposite occurs when the center of mass is on the finger side. In this scenario, 
it is the larger load forces of the fingers that contributes to compensatory moment generation. 
The higher thumb or collinear thumb to finger center of pressure does not contribute much to 
compensatory moment generation, and in instances where the thumb has a higher center of 
pressure, assists object torque (Figures 13B and 14A, trial 10). Thus, because partial 
generalization is due to moments generated by the center of pressure difference, positive transfer 
should only be seen when this difference results in a moment that counters object torque, i.e. 
right-hand left center of mass (Figure 13A), left-hand right center of mass (Figure 14B). That 
transfer was also seen in the left-hand left center of mass transfer, due to load force difference 
modulation (Figure 14A), adds to the understanding that the generalization results in the transfer 
of torque information as opposed to individual center of pressure or load force information.  
Through the various transfer conditions of our study, we conclude that partial 
generalization of learned manipulation between unimanual and bimanual grasping is due to the 
transfer of object torque information that can be more easily assessed by center of pressure 
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modulation to generate a compensatory moment in the direction to counter object torque. This is 
similar to a previous study that observed learning of torque information through multiple 180° 
object rotations (Zhang et al. 2010). In that study, the authors found that on initial rotations, 
moment generation fails to generalize. However, after repeated rotations, digit center of pressure 
difference was modulated in anticipation of object torque to reduce roll. The authors conclude a 
differing ability of sensorimotor memory retrieval for learned kinematics (center of pressure) and 
kinetics (load forces). Separately, other authors have shown the distinct sensorimotor memories 
between the different aspects of moment generation (Cole et al. 2008; Quaney et al. 2003). In the 
first study, it was shown that even after a static pinch task, grip forces transfer to the subsequent 
lift resulting in larger grip forces. The second study showed that this effect does not occur for 
load forces thus the authors conclude that the sensorimotor memory for load forces is less likely 
to be influenced by preceding tasks. Our results extend these findings and show the differential 
effect of transfer on learned manipulation of kinematics and kinetics. Specifically, there is a high 
level of representation of object torque that can only be assessed partially during generalization 
and is due to the modulation of kinematics and a failure of kinetics modulation unless moment 
generation favors the stereotypical larger finger kinetics. 
An additional measure of transfer aside from the initial transfer trial could be to examine 
the rate of subsequent learning. In these instances, transfer would be characterized by increased 
rates of learning. From our results, both novel and transfer trials experienced stable roll reduction 
and moment generation by the third trial; i.e., there was not a change in learning rate for transfer 
trials compared to pre-transfer trials. Note that this is a very short time course of learning, that 
highlights the learning of object dynamics as opposed to the learning of how to generate 
compensatory moment. Thus, because learning is already so quick for novel trials, there is likely 
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a ceiling effect which might mean that observing a change in learning rates is not suitable in this 
current paradigm. 
4.2 Effect of Adding or Removing Degrees of Freedom and Effectors on 
Generalization 
 Ecologically, our decision to use a smaller or larger number of degrees of freedom in 
grasping is strongly determined by the properties of the object to be grasped. It has been shown, 
in an object transportation task, that the decision to grip an object using two, three, four, or five 
digits unimanually, or 2 hands bimanually can be predicted by comparing the length and mass of 
the object to the anthropometric properties of the individual (Cesari and Newell 2000; 1999). For 
the present study, the grip width and mass of the object placed it between the 5 digit and 2 hand 
grasp configurations. Specifically, the relatively small grip width of 8 cm preferences a 
unimanual grasp while the larger weight of 1.27 kg biases the preference closer to a bimanual 
grasp. Thus, the object properties allow the examination of generalization between a unimanual 
and bimanual grasp. Additionally, by only using the fingertips, this generalization can be 
explored within the characteristics of a dexterous precision grasp (Feix et al. 2009; Feix et al. 
2015). Our results of partial generalization when switching from a unimanual to bimanual grasp 
and from a bimanual to unimanual grasp show that generalization is less affected by a change in 
the number of degrees of freedom and effectors but more so by the intrinsic characteristics of 
each grasp type. Specifically, the greater ability of a bimanual grasp to generate moments using a 
large variety of forces and centers of pressure compared to a unimanual grasp where moment 
generation is characterized by larger finger load forces. 
In the present study, generalization of the right hand was due to digit center of pressure 
modulation while left hand generalization was due to digit load force modulation. This could 
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indicate a possible effect of handedness on generalization. Previous studies have shown a 
difference in neural control strategies linked to handedness (for review see (Sainburg 2005). 
Specifically, it has been shown that the dominant hand is more efficient in torque generation 
during reaching movements (Bagesteiro and Sainburg 2002). The degree of handedness has also 
been shown to affect interlimb transfer (Chase and Seidler 2008). Thus, the difference in 
interlimb control could have contributed to the different strategies of generalization between the 
right and left hand. Most studies examining object grasping comparing between the dominant 
and non-dominant hand have observed that grip forces are similar between both grasps (Rearick 
and Santello 2002; Salimi et al. 2000). To the best of our knowledge, no studies have compared 
the specific aspects of load force and center of pressure modulation between the dominant and 
non-dominant hand. For the dynamics of the arm, a dynamic dominance hypothesis has been 
proposed that suggests dominant control of trajectories with a non-dominant control of final 
position (Sainburg 2002). Based on this hypothesis, partial transfer of load forces of the non-
dominant hand might be due to the feedback control of the non-dominant hemisphere controlling 
load forces appropriately. To elaborate, when the right hand reaches for the device, trajectory 
control relies more on feedforward mechanisms determining digit center of pressure. After 
contact, feedback about digit center of pressure is used to control load forces as if the object were 
novel, i.e. without transfer of torque information. For the left hand transfer trials, digit centers of 
pressure are controlled as though the object were novel, however, feedback about digit contact is 
used to modulate load forces to the object center of mass. However, more studies are needed to 
determine the specific effect of handedness on the ability to generalize object torque information. 
 A previous study examining generalization through changing degrees of freedom showed 
that adding or removing a digit resulted in full generalization through the transfer of moment 
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generation (Fu et al. 2011). In this study, the authors examined the transfer of torque information 
when generalizing between a two (thumb and index finger) and three (thumb, index, and middle 
finger) digit precision grasp. Post-transfer compensatory moments were similar to pre-transfer 
moments (target moment) when both adding and removing the middle finger. Although pre- and 
post-transfer moments were similar, digit center of pressure and load force difference differed 
depending on the number of fingers involved. The authors conclude that the full generalization 
was indicative of a high level representation of object torque while the ability to generate the 
same moment despite different digit kinetics and kinematics is similar to the concept of motor 
equivalence. This conclusion is similar to the findings of the present study in that generalization 
is due to the transfer of torque information that is then used to generate a compensatory moment 
through varying digit kinetics and kinematics. However, that study showed full generalization as 
shown by similar pre and post-transfer moments whereas our results of larger pre to post-transfer 
moments showed partial generalization. This difference is likely to be due to the difference in the 
number of degrees of freedom changed. Changing from a two-digit to a three-digit grasp and 
vice versa requires the adaptation of one additional degree of freedom whereas changing from 
unimanual to bimanual grasping requires not only double the number of degrees of freedom but 
also requires reconciling an additional effector. This added complexity adds to the difficulty of 
generalization. However, a high level representation should be able to compensate for this added 
change in degrees of freedom. A possible explanation for the partial transfer could be the 
inherent difference in unimanual and bimanual kinetic and kinematic control. The load force of 
the fingers during unimanual grasping are always larger than the load force of the thumb, while 
bimanual grasping does not show this same characteristic. This is arguably not the most efficient 
strategy, especially since depending on object center of mass, torque from digit kinetics may 
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counter the torque from digit kinematics. Thus, when changing from a unimanual to a bimanual 
grasp, repeating similar kinetic and kinematic strategy places a restriction on bimanual moment 
generation. As a result, the system chooses not to mimic the same strategy, but as a result, kinetic 
transfer fails. However, this could still be a more favorable strategy than repeating the same 
forces as the pre-transfer unimanual grasp. Specifically, if the object has a left center of mass, 
using the same load force modulation as the pre-transfer unimanual right hand would mean that 
the digits of the right hand exert a larger load force than the digits of the left hand. This 
immediately places a restriction on the ability to vary moment generation thus reducing the 
efficiency of the grasp. As a result, a partial generalization may be the preferred strategy because 
it allows both bimanual kinetics and kinematics to assist in moment generation to counter object 
torque. However, more studies exploring the sequential changes in the number of degrees of 
freedom are needed before this can be confirmed.  
 The difference in compensatory moment generation between unimanual and bimanual 
grasping suggests that the optimal strategy or strategies are determined by the characteristics of 
the grasp type. It has been shown that grasp characteristics are chosen to favor the comfort of the 
end-state (Cohen and Rosenbaum 2004; Rosenbaum and Jorgensen 1992; Rosenbaum et al. 
1996). Based on this research, comfortable final postures of hand-object interactions are favored 
more than comfortable initial postures. How moment generation is controlled and whether or not 
the modulation of load forces and centers of pressure are modulated to attain some end-goal 
comfort is an interesting question. We have shown through this study and others that there exists 
large individual differences and inter-trial variability of force and center of pressure modulation. 
A possible explanation for this would be the adaptation to noise within the system leading to 
variability in digit contact and center of pressure. For unimanual grasps, it is likely that the larger 
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load forces of the fingers are an inherent feature to control for the biomechanics of unimanual 
grasping. For example, the position of the thumb is typically in line with the index or middle 
finger (Latash and Zatsiorsky 2009). Thus, center of pressure modulation favors wrist supination. 
Larger finger load forces are thus underwritten to control for this, by favoring wrist pronation. 
When a compensatory moment is needed to be generated, depending on if the end-goal was 
favoring wrist pronation or supination, load forces or center of pressure are controlled 
accordingly. For bimanual grasping, load forces and centers of pressure are modulated together 
in favor of the desired direction of compensatory moment. However, our results indicate that 
center of pressure modulation contributes more to moment generation than load force modulation 
(Fig 12). The narrow grip width could account for this characteristic. Because of the narrow grip 
width (8 cm), in order for load forces to generate torque, load force difference needs to be much 
larger than if the grip width was wider. As a result, the end-state comfort effect favors smaller 
load force differences while relying on center of pressure modulation to generate the 
compensatory moment. Further studies exploring this specifically could reveal a deeper 
understanding into the flexibility of moment control. 
 The transfer of motor skill learning is an important aspect of motor control and 
understanding the mechanisms of transfer has wide ranging implications (for review see: (Magill 
and Anderson 2007). Aside from the conditions of transfer that are specific to grasping and 
manipulation as outlined in table 1, the transfer of motor learning has been examined in 
numerous other ways. The transfer of sport skills has already been extensively investigated (for 
review see: (Issurin 2013), more recently, with the advent of new technology, learning transfer 
has been studied for virtual environments (for review see: (Levac et al. 2019), and with brain-
machine interfaces (for review see: (Azab et al. 2018). With regards to the transfer of motor 
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abilities, transfer has been shown to be affected by the skill level of the performer, various neural 
and physiological considerations, and the diversity of practice. However, the precise mechanisms 
of transfer are not yet fully understood. On an individual anatomical level, transfer has been 
shown to be greater for proximal tasks compared to distal tasks (Aune et al. 2017). Thus, this 
could be a possible explanation for the lack of transfer effects for many grasping tasks that 
require torque control such as ours, where the end effectors lie distal to the body. Furthermore, it 
may underlie a difference between the control of object weight and that of object torque leading 
to the difference in generalizability. Our current finding of partial generalization of torque 
information across changing effectors adds to this and shows the difference in kinematic and 
kinetic control with regards to transfer. 
4.3 Theoretical Framework for Generalization Across Multiple Effectors 
 The generalizability of weight information that can be transferred after object translation, 
rotation, or contralateral hand switch has suggested that weight information is stored as a high 
(task) level of representation (Albert et al. 2009; Chang et al. 2008). In contrast, the failure of 
learned manipulation to generalize after object rotation or contralateral hand switch has been 
used to suggest that learning of object torque occurs in an effector specific manner (Edin et al. 
1992; Salimi et al. 2003; Salimi et al. 2000). Thus, the ability to generalize object weight 
dynamics while failing to generalize object torque suggests separate models of control (Gordon 
and Salimi 2004; Ingram et al. 2017; Wolpert and Kawato 1998). Our study shows that though 
not full, partial generalization occurs after learned manipulation of object torque suggesting that 
an effector specific explanation is insufficient.  
Generalization of learned movement can also be examined based on the concept of 
coordinate frames/systems. Specifically, coordinate reference frames refer to intrinsic systems as 
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those associated with the coordinate frame of the body (joint/body-based) while extrinsic 
systems comprise the dynamics of the object (object/environment-based). Early work on the 
adaptation and generalization of reaching movements has suggested that learning and 
generalization of visuomotor rotations (Krakauer et al. 1999; Krakauer et al. 2000) and interlimb 
transfer (Criscimagna-Hemminger et al. 2003) occur in extrinsic systems while force field 
learning occurs in intrinsic systems (Shadmehr and Moussavi 2000). However, more recent work 
suggests that learning within a task may occur in both coordinate systems (Bays and Wolpert 
2006; Berniker et al. 2013; Berniker and Kording 2008; Brayanov et al. 2012). Bays and Wolpert 
(2006) suggested that when learning a movement, kinematic trajectories are represented 
extrinsically while forces are represented intrinsically. These findings have similar implications 
for the neural substrates and the coordinate frames that different cortical areas (such as the 
primary motor cortex, premotor cortex, and posterior parietal cortex) represent learning in 
(Brayanov et al. 2012; Criscimagna-Hemminger et al. 2003). In an attempt to reconcile the need 
to examine generalization in both intrinsic and extrinsic coordinates, Berniker and Kording 
(2008) tested a model that theorizes that learning occurs through the estimation of the sources of 
errors. The authors propose that when a movement error is experienced, a decision is made as to 
whether that error was due to the environment (e.g. heavier ball than expected) or to the body 
(e.g. not enough force applied). Once the nervous system assigns and attributes error sources to 
either the environment (extrinsic) or the body (intrinsic), it generates a weighting ratio of the two 
sources that is then used in the generalization task. Indeed, it has been shown that the internal 
representation of visuomotor rotations does not generalize in fully intrinsic or extrinsic 
coordinates, but instead, generalization occurs in a combination of intrinsic and extrinsic 
coordinates (Brayanov et al. 2012). The authors suggest that the transfer of this combination 
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depends on the distance across both coordinate spaces. To further examine the effect of reference 
frames, the contralateral hand transfer of learned movement through force-fields was observed 
by altering the intrinsic and extrinsic coordinate frames (Carroll et al. 2015). Specifically, the 
authors had participants learn reaching movements made in the sagittal or transverse plane. 
When force-field learning was in the sagittal plane, contralateral transfer maintains the same 
extrinsic and intrinsic coordinates. When learning was in the transverse plane, the intrinsic 
coordinates were different. Results of that study showed that learning generalizes more (but only 
partially) when transfer maintains the same extrinsic and intrinsic coordinates. Thus, the 
congruency of coordinate frames before and after transfer affects the ability to generalize. Partial 
generalization between unimanual and bimanual reaching movements was also shown when 
learning was in a fixed direction (Nozaki et al. 2006) but full when learning to reach towards 
varying targets (Wang et al. 2013). These studies have shown that after transfer, learned 
information is only partially accessible by the hand that did not experience the learning directly. 
This is similar to the present study, further showing that transfer when switching from one grasp 
condition to another is only partial. Additionally, even though learning in the present study was 
only in one direction, the partial transfer could be attributed to the fact that at least four digits of 
one hand would have experienced the object torque before transfer. Thus, unlike after 
contralateral hand switch, when switching from unimanual to bimanual grasps, some digits of the 
prior grasp type (index, middle, ring, and little finger) maintain the same object-body reference 
after transfer. 
Using coordinate reference frames to explain learning of object torque information seems 
to suggest, from the lack of transfer after rotation or hand switch, that learning of object torque is 
represented in intrinsic coordinates or that the system attributes larger sources of error to the 
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body thus the generation of compensatory moment is specific to the digits used. The results of 
the present study showing partial generalization offer further insight into these processes. 
Specifically, if the error (large peak roll) on initial trials is attributed mainly to the body (grasp 
that was used), the nervous system mainly makes corrections on that particular grasp type. Thus, 
when transferring to the new grasp type, there is partial generalization because some elements of 
the previous grasp type are used in the new grasp. For example, when lifting the left center of 
mass object with the right hand for the first time, errors could be attributed to the right hand not 
applying the appropriate force and center of pressure modulation. After transferring to a 
bimanual grasp, only the right hand is able to make corrections for the object torque thus 
resulting in the partial transfer. Thus, partial generalization is seen because when transferring 
between unimanual and bimanual grasps, only the intrinsic coordinates conflict. However, this 
does not fully explain the transfer of center of pressure and not load forces. As mentioned, it has 
been suggested that kinematic trajectories are represented in extrinsic coordinates while forces 
are represented in intrinsic coordinates (Bays and Wolpert 2006). Thus, since digit centers of 
pressure are kinematic variables, their learning in extrinsic coordinates implies that the learning 
is specific to object torque and thus could explain transfer. In contrast, since load forces are 
represented intrinsically, their modulation is specific to the grasp type employed and thus 
switching to a new grasp type does not result in transfer. Transfer to the left hand would thus be 
driven by the inherent properties of kinetic control (larger finger load forces) and since the object 
dynamics (left center of mass) favor this property, positive transfer is seen. This could be a 
possible explanation for why generalization is only partial and due to the appropriate partitioning 
of digit centers of pressure after right hand and bimanual transfer, and due to the modulation of 
load forces after left hand transfer.  
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On top of the intrinsic and extrinsic coordinate frames, an aspect of sensorimotor control 
that may influence generalizability is related to the use of sensory cues. Prior to contact with the 
object, during the reach-to-grasp phase, digit kinematics are molded to the contours of the 
object’s shape (Santello and Soechting 1998; Winges et al. 2003). Additionally, during the reach 
visual and proprioceptive cues assist in the formation of finger span to object size (Santello and 
Soechting 1997). Thus, digit placement during learned manipulations is planned and controlled 
during the reach. Due to the noise of sensory cues and motor commands prior to contact with the 
object, estimation of contact points and actual contact points often differ (Shibata et al. 2013; 
Shibata et al. 2014). Consequently, this mismatch might affect planned digit forces. However, 
previous studies have shown that digit forces are controlled and modulated once sensory 
feedback of digit placement is obtained after object contact (Mojtahedi et al. 2015; Shibata and 
Santello 2017; Toma et al. 2019). Because digit center of pressure can be sensed from visual, 
tactile, and proprioceptive cues (even in the event of an erroneous efference copy), it has been 
suggested that center of pressure and digit placement are controlled explicitly. Load forces, being 
modulated through feedback of digit center of pressure are controlled more implicitly. This 
distinction could be an additional explanation for the transfer of digit center of pressure but not 
load forces. The explicit control would mean that after transfer, the sensorimotor system would 
attempt to match the same center of pressure as the pre-transfer trials. The implicit load forces 
are less able to be transferred and errors in matching the centers of pressure may have 
contributed to the lack of load force modulation. 
4.4 Limitations and Future Work 
Aside from the thumb during unimanual grasps, our study examined the combined forces 
and equivalent center of pressure of all the digits. Although the digits work synergistically to 
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generate the compensatory moments, examining individual digit forces and centers of pressure 
would provide more insight into the control of the kinetics and kinematics of grasping. This 
could be achieved through subsequent studies that are able to examine individual digit forces and 
placements while also keeping the grasping unconstrained. Additionally, even though the 
purpose of the study was to examine dexterous manipulation, the functionality of the bimanual 
grasp may be limited. When interacting with a similar object, a full palmar grasp might be the 
more preferred way to grasp the object. The purpose of keeping the current grasp points isolated 
on the distal fingertips maintains this similarity between unimanual and bimanual grasping but 
the functional aspect of changing the grasp type might be affected. As mentioned above, the 
choice of grasp type is determined by the size and weight of the object (Cesari and Newell 2000; 
1999). However, the authors did not specify whether the bimanual grasp was a palmar grasp or a 
dexterous digit grasp. Whether or not there is any difference in these two types of bimanual 
grasping is still to be understood. The modulation of center of pressure can be achieved in two 
ways. The first is by directly changing digit placement, the second involves maintaining the same 
digit placement but modulating the contribution of the individual digit centers of pressure. Our 
study found that modulation of center of pressure was not due to actual changes in digit 
placement. This is different from our previous finding showing modulation of hand placement to 
center of pressure (Lee-Miller et al. 2019). However, in that study, participants used a bimanual 
palmar grasp and grasped a larger box. How the height of the grasp surface affects the decision 
to modulate center of pressure is still not known. Additionally, all our participants were right-
handed. Handedness might influence the pattern of generalization and transfer of object 
information. Indeed, our results that right hand transfer was due to center of pressure modulation 
while left hand transfer was due to load force modulation seems to indicate that possibility. 
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Though we have controlled for the possible influence in the direction of transfer by examining 
transfer from the right and left hand to a bimanual grasp and vice versa, we do not know if this 
would generalize to predominantly left-handers. 
In this study, object torque was modified by changing the center of mass from the left and 
the right. Aside from the direction, the overall torque was the same. Whether or not our findings 
can generalize to different torques is yet unknown. We did not find that digit load forces were 
modulated to prevent object roll after transfer. Whether this is due to the magnitude of object 
torque would be an interesting question to examine. Additionally, our study focused on the 
sensorimotor experience of object torque as opposed to pre-lift visual cues of object torque. 
Thus, our use of a visually symmetrical box with an asymmetrical center of mass. Aside from 
boxes whose contents might shift to one side, such objects are not common and as such, the 
ecological validity may be limited. It should be noted that, as reviewed, whole hand grasps with 
four fingers on one side and the thumb on the other, have to inherently account for torque during 
dexterous manipulation even when the center of mass is symmetrical (Appendix A). 
Our study has examined generalization when switching from a 5-digit unimanual to a 10-
digit bimanual grasp. We chose grasp type based on hand and object size and weight. The small 
object size (8 cm grip width) favored a unimanual grasp while the larger object weight (1.27 kg) 
made a bimanual grasp more favorable. If participants placed more emphasis on grip width, the 
bimanual grasp would force participants into an unnatural configuration. This might limit our 
understanding of generalizability. Previously, generalization was shown when switching from a 
2-digit to a 3-digit grasp. Examining generalization when switching in incremental increases in 
the number of degrees of freedom might further reveal information about our ability to 
generalize learned manipulation. Our finding of partial generalization may be due to the 
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complexity when doubling the number of degrees of freedom and effectors. Future studies could 
examine generalizability by changing the number of degrees of freedom while keeping the 
number of effectors the same. This can be accomplished by switching between 2 and 5-digits 
during a unimanual grasp or switching between 8 and 10-digits during a bimanual grasp. 
Similar to Zhang et al (2010) that showed learning of digit center of pressure after 
multiple rotations, it would be interesting to examine how learning would improve after multiple 
rotations. Additionally, more insight could be gained into the learning and generalization of 
object manipulation when comparing generalization after learning in single or multiple contexts. 
For example, would learning generalize if the initial trials of one grasp type involved lifts with 
the object rotated and grasped in a variety of angles? Indeed, as mentioned above, it has been 
shown in a reaching study, that unimanual to bimanual generalization is partial when trained in a 





 The present study showed partial generalization of dexterous learned manipulation when 
switching between unimanual and bimanual grasping through the transfer of torque information 
about the object. This partially supported our first hypothesis that increasing the number of 
degrees of freedom would lead to full generalization but failed to support our second hypothesis 
that decreasing the number of degrees of freedom would not generalize. Additionally, supporting 
our third hypothesis, we have shown that a whole hand contralateral switch does not lead to 
generalization.  
Initial lifts of the visually symmetrical object resulted in large peak rolls due to the 
object’s asymmetrical center of mass. On subsequent lifts, a compensatory moment was 
generated that countered object torque, stabilizing by the third lift. This compensatory moment 
was due to two torque components generated from digit kinetics and kinematics. Learned 
manipulation of these two components differed between unimanual and bimanual grasps. For 
unimanual grasps, the torque component generated from digit load forces almost always 
facilitated wrist pronation. This was due to the larger load forces of the four fingers compared to 
the thumb. For bimanual grasps, digit load forces generated torque that countered object roll by 
applying more load force on the side closer to the object’s center of mass. The second torque 
component was generated through modulation of digit kinematics in the form of the equivalent 
center of pressure. For unimanual grasps, if the center of mass was on the thumb side, center of 
pressure of the thumb would be higher than the equivalent center of pressure of the other fingers. 
If the center of mass was on the side of the fingers, this difference would be reduced to a 
collinear center of pressure. For bimanual grasps, similar to digit load forces, object roll is 
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countered by applying a higher equivalent center of pressure on the side close to the object’s 
center of mass. After unimanual to bimanual transfer, moment generation is retained but of a 
smaller magnitude resulting in a reduction of peak rolls from novel trials that are still larger than 
learned trials. Moment generation on these bimanual transfer trials was due to the torque 
generated by modulating digit centers of pressure. Load forces were only modulated after 
subsequent trials. After bimanual to unimanual transfer, compensatory moments were generated 
but the magnitude of these were too small to result in reductions of peak rolls. For the right hand, 
moment generation on transfer trials was due to the modulation of digit centers of pressure. 
Specifically, transfer was only seen when the center of mass was on the thumb side, which 
resulted in higher thumb center of pressure than that of the fingers. For the left hand, when the 
center of mass was on the side of the fingers, moment generation was due to larger finger load 
forces. Thus, we conclude that there is a high level of internal representation for object torque 
that can be used in generalization across multiple degrees of freedom and effectors. However, the 
ability of the sensorimotor system to generate the required moment to counter object torque is 
driven mainly by digit kinematics. Additionally, we have also shown the lack of transfer after 
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Literature Review: General Feature and Generalization: An Understanding of Grasping 
across Multiple Degrees of Freedom 
Introduction 
An understanding of our ability to use our hands has far reaching implications in a 
multitude of varying domains; from evolution to robotics. The ability of the human hand to grasp 
and manipulate objects, coupled with the cognitive ability to enable advanced use, stands out as a 
uniquely human trait (Key and Lycett 2011; Rolian et al. 2011; Schieber and Santello 2004). It is 
precisely this trait of intentional grasping and object manipulation (“prehension”) that places the 
hand at an optimal position for the study of sensorimotor integration in the brain. The past two 
decades has seen significant advances in our understanding of the hand as a sensorimotor system 
while also shedding light on the numerous gaps that still exist (Fu and Santello 2018). For 
example, only recently have we begun to attempt to reconcile the combination of kinematic and 
kinetic aspects in the motor control of the hand’s prehensile capabilities (Santello 2018). This 
kinematic kinetic continuum forms the basis of a general feature of grasping and manipulation. 
The next step towards an understanding of the sensorimotor control of hand-object interactions is 
determining if the feature, learned in one context, can be transferred or generalizes to another 
context (for review see: (Shadmehr 2004). This would provide an understanding as to whether 
the learning lies at a low, effector-specific, level of control or on a higher level. In this literature 
review, we first summarize studies that have added to our understanding of hand-object 
interactions and lead towards a general feature of grasping and object manipulation. Next, we 
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move on to uncover how and under what contexts does learned manipulation generalize and 
why, and suggest possible directions for future research to fill in the gaps of our understanding. 
Kinematic and Kinetic Control in Grasping 
The inherent sequential actions of grasping and manipulation provides a clear opportunity 
to examine kinematic and kinetic control of the movements and has been described extensively 
by dividing these movements into phases (for review see (Johansson and Flanagan 2009). The 
first is the reach phase, which ends when the digits make contact with the object. This begins the 
pre-load phase where grip forces begin to increase prior to any increases in lift forces. Soon after 
this, lift forces are increased in parallel to the increasing grip force, signaling the load (or 
loading) phase. Once the lift forces are enough to overcome object weight, lift onset occurs. 
Subsequent phases depend on the task goals and include the hold, transport, replace, and unload 
phase. Tactile feedback is used throughout the movement to track and monitor the various phases 
(Johansson and Westling 1984). Kinematic and kinetic sequencing can thus be understood by 
examining their control in accomplishing the goals of each phase. 
Kinematically, grasping can be understood to involve the movement and motor control of 
the joints and segments that make up the arm and hand. This can be seen in the involvement of 
proximal arm segments during reach-to-grasp movements (Jeannerod 2009), molding of the 
digits of the hand to the shape of the object (Santello and Soechting 1998; Winges et al. 2003), 
and choice of contact point from geometric cues (Fu and Santello 2012; Gilster et al. 2012; 
Voudouris et al. 2010) and task goal (Ansuini et al. 2008; Ansuini et al. 2006; Craje et al. 2011). 
From a kinetic point of view, in order to successfully lift an object off a surface, during the pre-
load and load phases, the object needs to be appropriately gripped while forces must be applied 
to the load that overcome the object’s weight (for review see: (Johansson and Cole 1992)). 
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Furthermore, grip and lift forces are controlled to minimally prevent the object from slipping 
through the digits after lift onset (Westling and Johansson 1984). This is known as the safety 
margin and is the value at which the ratio of grip to lift force is just enough to overcome the 
coefficient of friction between the digits and the contact surface (Cadoret and Smith 1996; Edin 
et al. 1992). Once contact with an object is made, tactile afferents in the glabrous receptors on 
the fingertips send information about the texture of the surface to the central nervous system to 
control the safety margin (Johansson and Westling 1984). Most of this understanding was 
achieved by examining how participants grasped objects using the two-digit precision grip, 
where the object is held between the thumb and index or middle finger. However, a similar 
control of forces to the contact surface can also be found in whole hand grasping (for review see 
(Latash and Zatsiorsky 2009). Aside from vertical lifts, establishing the appropriate safety 
margin has also been seen in horizontal movements (Flanagan and Wing 1993), and weight 
perturbations during lifting (Johansson et al. 1992).  
Kinematic and Kinetic Coupling in Torque Generation 
Aside from weight and texture, grip forces are also controlled to object torque. For 
example, when grasping one end of a long horizontal column to lift it horizontally, to prevent the 
object from rolling, grip force is increased the further the object was gripped from its center of 
mass (Wing and Lederman 1998). This increase in grip force is done in anticipation of a change 
in object torque (Johansson et al. 1999). Additionally it has been shown in a precision grip task 
when the center of mass of an object was closer to either the thumb or index finger side, a similar 
torque is generated to resist object roll (Salimi et al. 2000). Specifically, the lift forces of the 
digit on the side of the center of mass was larger than the other digit. This generation of torque to 
oppose object center of mass has also been shown to be elicited by visual cues of object 
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geometry (Fu and Santello 2012). A similar finding was shown in whole hand grasping (Rearick 
and Santello 2002; Reilmann et al. 2001; Santello and Soechting 2000).  
The generation and control of torque during grasping and object manipulation, because of 
its definition as the cross product between position and force, naturally involves the coupling of 
kinematic (position) and kinetic (forces) components. This generation involves the control of 
digit forces and moment arms (Zatsiorsky et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2010). Specifically, as each 
finger exerts grip and lift forces, it generates a torque where the pivot is the midpoint between 
the digits and the moment arms are the respective digit centers of pressure and the width of the 
object (Figure 1). Embedded within the moments are the safety margin and the required forces to 
lift the object from the table (Westling and Johansson 1984; Zhang et al. 2011). Despite the 
coupling of kinematic and kinetic components during grasping, most early work examined 
grasping while constraining the digit kinematics by restricting digit placement to one contact 
point. Thus, when examining grasp control through torque generation, most of the studies 
reviewed above constrained digit placement onto single digit contact force transducers. In doing 
so, digit centers of pressure were predetermined, and control of torque generation was 
determined solely by forces. In experiments examining digit placement for torque generation 
during object grasping, it was shown that digit position was modulated in anticipation as the 
desired torque to be generated (Lukos et al. 2007; Lukos et al. 2008). Additionally, other 
examples of how the task goal affects digit placement include grasp height being influenced by 
the height of the target position (Cohen and Rosenbaum 2004), and varying digit placement in 
whole hand grasping depending on whether the object is lifted vertically, lifted to pour out its 
contents (Craje et al. 2011), passed to someone else (Ansuini et al. 2008), or placed in a specific 
slot (Ansuini et al. 2006). This understanding is in line with a previously suggested prehension 
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strategy known as the principle of superposition that was initially used in robotic hand control 
(for review see: (Latash and Zatsiorsky 2009; Zatsiorsky and Latash 2004). Based on this 
principle, the central nervous system controls force and torque generation in order to satisfy two 
commands; 1) avoid slippage during grasping, 2) prevent the object from tilting if not necessary.  
 
Figure 1: Torque control in dexterous manipulation. Free body diagram of the forces and 
placement required to lift an object. 
 
Anticipatory Torque Control as a General Feature of Precision Grasping 
Clearly there was a need to examine the combined influence of kinematic and kinetic 
control on grasping and manipulation. Using a precision grip (thumb and index finger) task, Fu 
et al (2010) showed that when the contact surface was unconstrained, forces and digit placement 
are controlled in a continuum to generate torque. In order to overcome the asymmetrical object 
center of mass to prevent object roll, the hand needed to produce a counter torque or 
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digit placement and forces were indeed modulated to the desired moment. Thus, successful (no 
roll) grasping and manipulation of an object with an asymmetrical center of mass occurs through 
the 1) partitioning of digit placement by placing the digit on the side of the center of mass higher, 
and/or 2) applying larger load force by the digit closer to the center of mass. When lifting an 
object that is geometrically symmetrical but has an asymmetrical center of mass, large rolls 
occur on the first lift because participants expect the object to be symmetrical. Thereafter, digit 
force and placement modulation begins to be employed by the 3rd or 4th lift (Zhang et al. 2010). 
The modulation and forces and placement were done in an anticipatory manner, i.e. before lift-
off. Additionally, it was found that on top of force and placement modulation, digit forces and 
placements showed strong negative covariation (Fu et al. 2010). Thus, in order to generate the 
desired compensatory moment, a digit placement strategy could be employed where digits are 
placed non-collinearly while digit load forces are similar, or a digit load force strategy could be 
employed where the digits are placed collinearly while digit load forces differ. Alternatively, the 
compensatory moment could be generated from any combination of these two strategies and thus 
lies on a continuum of kinematic and kinetic control (Santello 2018). 
An interesting aspect of the covariation of forces and placement is that a stable 
compensatory moment was found to be generated despite trial-to-trial variability in forces or 
placement (Fu et al 2010, Zhang et al 2010). It has been further shown that sensory feedback of 
digit placement after contact is used to modulate digit forces in order to generate the desired 
moment (Davare et al. 2019; Mojtahedi et al. 2015; Toma et al. 2019). The generation of a stable 
outcome despite variation in its components is similar to the concept of motor equivalence. 
Motor equivalence is the generation of a unique output despite the use of different variables or 
effectors (Bernstein 1966; Lashley 1930). Motor equivalence has been shown in handwriting 
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where an individual’s handwriting or signature remain invariant even when using effectors other 
than their hand such as their mouth or feet (Wing 2000). It was also shown that finger span 
between two digits can be kept the same despite different joint angles and kinematics (Cole and 
Abbs 1986). The principle of motor equivalence is thus a concept that can be used to describe the 
trial-to-trial variability of digit load forces and placement despite a stable trial-to-trial 
compensatory moment. Turvey (1990) postulated that motor equivalence could be a strategy 
employed by the sensorimotor system to reconcile the large number of degrees of freedom within 
the body. Given the large number of joints, muscles, and segments in the body, the system must 
devise a way to control these degrees of freedom while maintaining stable performance and 
minimizing effort. Motor equivalence allows variability in the degrees of freedom, and noise, to 
exist while achieving stable performance. 
If anticipatory torque control through the generation of moments from digit force and 
position modulation is a general feature of precision grasping, these characteristics should be 
found in most if not all of the variations of the precision grip. Variety within precision grasps 
include the number of fingers used and the curvature of the object. On objects with a relatively 
flat grip surface, torque generation has been shown in two-digit (Fu et al. 2010; Lee-Miller et al. 
2016), three-digit (Fu et al. 2011; Fu and Santello 2012), and five-digit (Marneweck et al. 2016; 
Naceri et al. 2017) precision grasps. Specifically, successful manipulation involves generation of 
a compensatory moment through the modulation of digit forces from feedback of digit position 
after contact. The interaction of the kinematics and kinetics is such that a stable moment is 
achieved despite trial-to-trial variability of digit position and forces as seen through the 
covariation of forces-to-position. Even though evidence would point to the same feature existing 
in four-digit grasps, further research could be done to confirm this. Additionally, we have 
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recently shown that the pattern is seen in a bimanual palmar precision grip task (Lee-Miller et al. 
2019). Thus, anticipatory torque generation through the modulation and covariation of digit force 
and position is a general feature of object manipulation during precision grasping.  
As mentioned, almost all the studies used to obtain this general feature of grasping 
employed the precision grasp. However, there are many different variations of grasp types that 
humans can perform. Given the larger number of bones, joints, and muscles in the hand, it is 
easy to see how these many degrees of freedom can give rise to multiple grasp types (Cutkosky 
and Howe 1990; Gracia-Ibáñez et al. 2018). Recently, an effort was made to quantify a 
taxonomy of human hand grasp types (Stival et al. 2019). The taxonomy divided grasp types by 
various elements, for example, thumb abduction or adduction, whether the palm is involved 
(power grip), and whether the grasp involves fingertips or the entire pad. Using these elements, 
the authors identified over 30 different grasp types. It would be interesting to examine if the 
general feature of precision grasping would generalize to the other different grasp types. 
Differing Characteristics of the General Feature across Multiple Effectors 
Even though the main characteristics of force and center of pressure modulation and 
force-to-center of pressure covariation exist across the above-mentioned grasps, the control of 
the degrees of freedom to achieve these characteristics are slightly different, especially when 
examining across varying object centers of mass (Figure 2). For two-digit grasping, as mentioned 
above, torque generation is achieved through the larger modulation of digit forces and 
position/center of pressure on the side of the torque direction while zero torque can be 




Figure 2: General feature across different grasp types. Distribution of digit placement and 
load forces on an object with asymmetrical center of mass. Thicker arrows represent larger 
load forces. A. Two-digit grasp. B. Three-digit grasp. C. 5-digit whole hand grasp. D. 
Bimanual grasp. 
 
In three-digit grasps, larger forces and centers of pressure are applied similarly (Figure 
2B). However, with the unequal distribution of digits on each side, digit placement is such that 
thumb placement is never below the placement of the middle finger. For example, Fu et al (2011) 
found that when the object has a left center of mass the thumb is placed in-line with the index 
finger (Fig 2B top), while for a right center of mass object, the thumb is placed along the midline 
between the index and middle fingers (Fig 2B bottom). Thus, the resultant center of pressure 
difference is influenced by the number of fingers used. This becomes clearer when observing a 
whole hand five-digit grasp.  
Using a five-digit grasp, we have shown that compensatory moment generation is 
generated through digit kinematics where the thumb center of pressure is always higher than the 
A B C D
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total center of pressure applied by all four fingers on the other side (Marneweck et al. 2016). 
Additionally, the load forces are modulated such that the combined load force of the four fingers 
is always larger than the load force of the thumb (Fig 2C). Although the study was one of the 
first studies to show this, mostly due to the unconstrained digit placement, it had been shown 
previously that depending on the object properties, thumb load force can even be negative 
(Reilmann et al. 2001). It is possible that the biomechanical properties of the whole hand during 
a precision grip could give rise to this characteristic. For example, in a five-digit precision grip, 
the end state comfort (Cohen and Rosenbaum 2004) effect could result in the higher thumb 
center of pressure. Additionally, the forces generated by the thumb might rarely exceed the 
forces of the four fingers thus leading to an accommodation of digit placement to compensate for 
this. However, the reason for this unequal distribution of forces, even during the grasping and 
lifting of a symmetrical object, is yet to be determined.  
In unimanual grasping, the anatomy of the hand is such that force produced within one 
digit causes force production in other digits (Schieber et al. 2001). This interdependence has 
been explored in various theories of hand control such as synergies (Santello et al. 2016), and 
enslaving (Zatsiorsky et al. 2000). Thus, grasping and object manipulation must take into 
account these anatomical characteristics of the hand. In bimanual grasping, the two hands are not 
as anatomically linked as the digits of the individual hands. That the general feature of grasping 
exists even in bimanual grasps might point to a certain robustness of the feature and show that it 
is not merely a result of the interdependence of the fingers. From our study mentioned above, we 
found that in terms of the general feature of torque generation through force and position 
modulation, bimanual grasping is similar to two-digit grasping (Lee-Miller et al. 2019). With 
bimanual grasping, the left and right hands act in similar ways to the thumb and index finger in 
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two-digit grasping (Fig 2D). Specifically, the hand that is on the side that corresponds to the 
object center of mass, is placed higher and exerts a larger load force.  
Overall, the general feature of object manipulation is seen in multi-digit and multi-hand 
grasps, while the way in which the torques are generated differs depending on the grasp 
configuration. 
  Generalization of the General Feature of Forces and Torques 
In order to apply the general feature of appropriate torque to successfully grasp and lift an 
object, we need to have an understanding of the internal properties of the object, such as its 
weight and center of mass. Prior to any physical interaction with the object, we rely on sensory 
cues (e.g. vision) and previous sensorimotor experiences to estimate these internal representation 
of object properties (Gordon et al. 1991; Jenmalm and Johansson 1997; Krakauer et al. 2006; 
Lee-Miller et al. 2016; Lukos et al. 2008). This enables the dynamics of object manipulation to 
be predicted and controlled before even grasping the object. Successful manipulation thus 
involves the generalization of learned manipulations, of familiar objects, to the sensory estimates 
of the object to be lifted. Sensorimotor experienced gained thereafter can be used to update the 
existing representations. We will now examine what visual sensory cues have been shown to 
enable successful manipulation, how feedback affects subsequent performance, and the scenarios 
that have shown generalization of learned interactions to multiple contexts and suggest potential 
areas of future research to fill in the existing gaps. 
Generalization of Visual Cues enable Anticipatory Control 
We have already mentioned how visual cues of object shape are used to control finger 
span and molding during the reach phase (Jeannerod 1986; Santello and Soechting 1998; 1997; 
Winges et al. 2003). It has also been shown that when lifting objects of different sizes, grip and 
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load forces are scaled according to the expected weight of the object from visual size cues 
(Gordon et al. 1991). Scaling occurs during the load phase before object lift-off. Larger objects 
result in larger grip and load forces and peak force rates. This scaling to object size occurs even 
without explicit knowledge of object size (Cole 2008). Cole (2008) showed that when lifting a 
slightly smaller bottle after having previously lifted a larger one, participants scaled their forces 
to the smaller bottle even though they did not notice a difference when asked verbally. 
Additionally, visual cues can also be used to identify familiar objects to allow the retrieval of 
prior representations for appropriate grasp control (Gordon et al. 1993). During the course of our 
everyday grasping experience, we form representations of the expected weight of certain 
materials which can then be used to predict the weight of objects made with those materials 
(Buckingham et al. 2009). When given similar sized boxes but made with different materials 
(plastic, wood, metal), participants scaled their forces to the expected weight of the boxes 
showing that we possess certain priors aligned to the experiences weight of different materials. 
Thus, in order for size and material cues to allow us to successfully predict object weight, we 
must have certain priors about the properties associated. To further examine the use and update 
of priors and the interaction between size and material cues, the authors in (Baugh et al. 2012) 
designed an experiment where participants lifted wooden blocks that had either a plastic or metal 
cover. On the first lift, forces were scaled in anticipation of the cover material. On subsequent 
lifts, forces were scaled to the new weight of the boxes. When asked to lift larger boxes, forces 
were scaled higher but still in line with the expected weight class of the box. They conclude that 
we use priors to predict object properties and that when faced with new objects, new priors are 
formed that can be used for further manipulation. In addition to visual size and material cues, 
visual cues of surface curvature can also be used in grasp control (Jenmalm and Johansson 
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1997). When faced with upwards or downwards slopping surfaces, the authors showed that 
participants scaled their forces to the expected curvature prior to contact. 
In terms of the general feature of torque control, it has been shown that visual geometric 
cues can be used to obtain an understanding of the internal torque of the object (Fu and Santello 
2012; 2015). Using an L-shaped and a U-shaped object where the grasp surface is the vertical 
arm of each object, participants were able to use the geometric cues to apply compensatory 
moments on the first lift. However, the ability of these shape cues to elicit successful 
performance varied. On the first lift of the L-shaped object, compensatory moment was applied 
in the appropriate direction, but the magnitude was too small to completely compensate for 
object torque thus resulting in object tilt/roll. Only on lifting the U-shaped object did participants 
apply a compensatory moment in the appropriate direction and magnitude. Thus, object torque is 
not as easily predicted and internally represented as weight. It has also been shown that when 
comparing between the use of verbal and visual cues, only visual geometric cues result in a 
reduced object roll (Salimi et al. 2003). Additionally, when the object geometric cue and density 
(center of mass) cue differ, participants are unable to apply an appropriate compensatory moment 
even though they had explicit understanding of the object’s center of mass (Craje et al. 2013). To 
explore this further, and with unconstrained contacts, we examined the effect of congruency 
between visual geometric and density cues (Lee-Miller et al. 2016). The experiment employed 
three objects, an inverted-T shaped object, and two L-shaped objects. Visible metal and plastics 
weights were placed on the objects such that the inverted-T was geometrically symmetrical with 
asymmetrical density distribution. Both the L-shapes were geometrically asymmetrical, but one 
had an asymmetrical density and the other a symmetrical density. We found that only when the 
geometric cues indicated and were congruent with the density cues did participants apply a 
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compensatory moment. Similar to Fu and Santello (2012) this compensatory moment was in the 
appropriate direction but inappropriate magnitude. In both other cases, when geometric and 
density cues were incongruent, participants lifted the objects as though they were symmetrical. 
Overall, visual cues aid in the extraction of object properties by the central nervous 
system that allow the appropriate control of forces and torques to grasp the object. In this sense, 
our prior sensorimotor experience allows us to generalize and form an internal representation of 
the properties of the object to be grasped from visual cues of the object. 
Sensorimotor feedback updates Generalization Models  
Without prior experience with an object, sensory cues are used to generate internal 
representations of object properties. After experience with the object, sensorimotor feedback is 
used to update the internal representations for subsequent movement (for review see: (Wolpert et 
al. 2011). Sensorimotor experience can even override any perceptual errors (such as in the size-
weight illusion) that existed prior to lifting the object (Buckingham and Goodale 2013; Flanagan 
and Beltzner 2000; van Polanen and Davare 2015). There is still some debate as to the 
interaction between initial sensory cues and sensorimotor experience. For example, it was shown 
that the weighting of visual cues was reduced after sensorimotor experience was gained (Mon-
Williams and Murray 2000). However, as we have seen, Baugh et al (2012) showed that visual 
size cues are used together with sensorimotor experience equally to generate new internal 
representations of object properties. Our study (Lee-Miller et al 2016) showed that unreliable 
visual cues are weighted low compared to sensorimotor memories. Additionally, sensorimotor 
experience need not directly involve the object in order to elicit these updates. For example, 
merely pinching a device can influence the grip force on another object (Quaney et al. 2003). 
The authors asked participants to pinch and squeeze a static device with a certain force. Then the 
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participants lifted an object. Grip forces were larger when the prior experience was the pinch. 
They argue that force control can be influenced by actions alone, instead of task performance. 
Cole et al (2008) used a similar protocol but instead of pinching, participants exerted an upwards 
force. They showed that the prior upwards force did not affect subsequent load forces. They 
extend the findings and argue that grip force is less outcome based and thus can be influenced by 
sensorimotor actions whereas load forces directly involve the task performance and sensorimotor 
experience must reflect the task to be useful. Regardless of the specific interaction, sensorimotor 
experience is a strong mechanism for the updating of internal representations of object 
properties. 
Generalization of Learned Manipulation across Multiple Contexts 
In instances where the visual cues are not enough to form full representations of the 
object properties, how does sensorimotor experience affect the generalization of learned 
manipulation across different contexts? An understanding of the generalization of behavior to 
multiple contexts will provide insights into the neural control of movement and whether the level 
of representation is high (task-specific) or low (effector-specific) (Fu et al. 2011; Fu and Santello 
2014). In terms of the context that learning can generalize in, studies into the generalization of 
reaching movements have suggested the use of coordinate systems (Bays and Wolpert 2006; 
Berniker et al. 2013; Brayanov et al. 2012; Criscimagna-Hemminger et al. 2003; Ghahramani et 
al. 1996; Krakauer et al. 2000; Sadeghi et al. 2018; Shadmehr and Moussavi 2000). These 
studies have used to the two contexts of visuomotor rotations and varying dynamics in reaching 
arm movements to show that learning and generalization occurs in different coordinate frames 
based on the context (Brayanov et al. 2012; Krakauer et al. 2000; Shadmehr and Moussavi 
2000). Insights gained from these studies can be used to inform generalization across different 
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contexts in grasping and object manipulation tasks. Based on coordinate reference frames, an 
intrinsic system is associated with the coordinate frame of the body (joint-based) while an 
extrinsic system comprises the dynamics of the object (object-based). It should be noted that in 
the force-field generalization of reaching movements, extrinsic and object-based systems can be 
distinguished (Berniker et al. 2013). However, in the current paradigm, the extrinsic coordinates 
are a result of the object features and thus, are interchangeable. The different contexts where 
generalization in coordinate reference frames can be examined include contralateral hand 
transfer, object rotations, and changes in the degrees of freedom used.  
Contralateral hand transfer. If learning generalizes in extrinsic coordinates, learned 
forces applied to lift the object will be formed into an internal representation of object weight 
and/or torque that can be accessed by other effectors. It has been shown that learned load forces 
from lifting an object can be transferred from one hand to the contralateral hand (Chan et al. 
1990; Gordon et al. 1994). For individuals with right hemiparesis, repeated lifting on their 
affected hand did not result in appropriate force control. However, lifting the object with their 
unaffected hand allowed the transfer of the appropriate load force scaling when subsequently 
lifting with the affected hand (Raghavan et al. 2006). Similar results were seen in children with 
Cerebral Palsy (Gordon et al. 1999). Even without grasping the object, hefting it allows the 
transfer of weight information for successful force control when lifting with the contralateral 
hand (Chang et al. 2008). However, when lifting an object with an asymmetrical center of mass, 
only weight information but not torque transfers across the hand, in two-digit (Gordon and 
Salimi 2004; Salimi et al. 2000) and three-digit grasping (Albert et al. 2009). The failure to 
transfer torque information across the hands might be due to the inability to match digit 
placement and in turn modulate digit load forces differentially (Shibata et al. 2013). Thus, within 
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the general feature, weight information is interpreted as belonging to the object (extrinsic) and as 
a result, generalizable across effectors. The lack of transfer of torque generation might indicate 
that torque information is represented in intrinsic coordinates and thus not accessible to other 
effectors.  
Object rotation. Similar to contralateral hand transfer, if learning is in extrinsic object-
based coordinates, object rotation would result in a similar rotation of the forces and torque. 
However, for objects with asymmetrical centers of mass, studies have shown that torque control 
is not transferrable after object rotation (Fu et al. 2010; Marneweck et al. 2015; Salimi et al. 
2003). Not only did the information for torque not transfer but performance from the previous 
lifts interfered with performance on the post-rotation lifts to result in poorer performance. 
However, after repeated object rotations, it has been shown that performance does improve, and 
that the improvement is due to the modulation of digit placement instead of forces (Zhang et al. 
2010). The authors thus suggested separate memory representations between digit placement and 
forces and that the differential learning rate was due to the explicit learning of digit placement 
compared to the implicit learning (only from tactile feedback) of forces. 
In line with the concept of coordinate reference frames, a study was designed to explore 
how changing these frames affects generalizability of torque generation (Fu et al. 2014). Three 
scenarios were considered; i) object rotation, ii) hand switch, iii) hand switch and object rotation. 
The first two conditions have been explored above and seem to indicate that learning is in an 
intrinsic coordinate frame and thus not generalizable to object rotation or hand switch. These 
results were confirmed with object rotation resulting in poorer performance (interference) while 
hand switch resulted in zero transfer. Due to the mirror symmetry of the hand, the authors argued 
that switching the hand and rotating the object would maintain the intrinsic properties necessary 
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for successful manipulation. However, they found that there was still zero transfer in this 
condition suggesting the inability of the contralateral hand to access the intrinsic forces and 
torques even when maintaining mirror symmetry. Similar results were found while also showing 
positive transfer for 180° hand rotations (Bursztyn and Flanagan 2008). This is contradictory to 
our findings that 180° hand rotation did not result in effective transfer (Marneweck et al. 2015). 
However, Bursztyn and Flanagan (2008) used constrained contacts while we used unconstrained 
contacts. The biomechanical restriction of the hand places it at an awkward angle once flexed 
and rotated about the object 180° thus we argue that this is the reason for the differing results. By 
constraining the contact surfaces, the previous authors were removing the biomechanical 
restraint and forcing participants hand into a surprisingly favorable, but unnatural, position. It 
should be noted that in these studies examining object rotation, digit forces and placement after 
object rotation were almost collinear. This suggests a recognition by the central nervous system 
that there has been a change in the internal properties of the object. Overall, the lack of transfer 
of torque information after object rotation further indicates that learning most likely occurs in 
intrinsic coordinates. It would be interesting to explore smaller degrees of both object and hand 
rotations to continue examining the robustness of the intrinsic representation. 
Changing degrees of freedom.  Thus far, it seems like the general feature of torque 
generation is learned in intrinsic coordinates and thus not generalizable outside of an intrinsic 
coordinate frame. As mentioned in the first section of this review, the digits of the hand are 
anatomically and neurologically linked such that their movements are interconnected and 
“enslaved” (Zatsiorsky et al. 2000). This apparent enslaving has led to the suggestion of a 
theoretical framework based around the interdependency of the digits and hand synergies (for 
review see: (Santello et al. 2016). Thus, it is possible that grasping and manipulation if learned in 
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the intrinsic coordinates of the hand, can generalize across the digits by changing the degrees of 
freedom. This can be done by changing the number of fingers used (Budgeon et al. 2008) or 
switching between unimanual and bimanual movements (Takiyama and Sakai 2016). It has been 
shown that torque information can be transferred across effectors where the addition or removal 
of one finger, i.e. from a two-digit to three-digit grasp or vice versa, resulted in successful 
performance (Fu et al 2011). Thus, the intrinsic coordinates are shared amongst at least the 
thumb, index, and middle finger resulting in generalization across these different degrees of 
freedom. However, generalizing from one to two fingers is different from generalizing from one 
to four fingers or five digits to two hands. By continuing to probe this generalization template, 
we will gain more insight into the robustness of the intrinsic representation of torque generation. 
It is possible that instead of weight and torque information being represented in different 
coordinate frames, the use of this information may be weighted differently depending on the 
dynamics of the task goal (Berniker and Kording 2008; Takiyama and Sakai 2016). There have 
not been many studies exploring this and this gap has the potential to provide clues into the 
generalizability of learned manipulation with regards to the general feature of grasping. 
Conclusion and Future Directions 
In this review, we have explored two key aspects of sensorimotor integration and control: 
a general feature of grasping and object manipulation, and the generalizability of learned 
manipulations from sensory cues and experience. We have shown through studies examining 
precision grasping, that learned manipulation involves generating the appropriate compensatory 
moment through the modulation and covariation of digit forces and placement while maintaining 
an appropriate safety margin to prevent slippage. This feature has been shown in a variety of 
different digit and hand combinations. In order to successfully manipulate an object, the 
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performer needs to form an accurate internal representation of the object’s properties. Before 
physical interaction with an object, we show a remarkable ability to use visual cues to form 
internal representations of the object to be lifted. If visual cues do not provide enough 
information, feedback from sensorimotor experience is used to update these internal 
representations. The central nervous system then uses these representations to control the forces 
and placement of the digits. The resultant compensatory moment generation represents a high 
level of control where varying digit forces and placements can be applied to generate the same 
compensatory moment. However, it is resistant to different modes of transfer such as 
contralateral hand switches and object rotation. However, weight information is generalizable 
across different effectors and can be transferred contralaterally. The only context that has shown 
positive transfer is in the addition or removal of the number of digits used. Learned manipulation 
may thus occur in different coordinate frames where weight information is represented in 
extrinsic coordinates while torque information is represented in intrinsic coordinates. If there is a 
change in the physical environment, the system defaults to pre-sensorimotor experience levels 
and lifts the object as though it is lifting it for the first time. This may be done to prevent larger 
sources of error, or discomfort, especially in torque generation where applying the wrong torque 
may assist the unintended motion. More research needs to be done to conclude whether or not 
learning of weight and torque information are in different coordinate frames or a mixed 
representation, and what this represents (Berniker and Kording 2008).  
Early studies into prehension constrained digit placement by requiring the digits to be 
placed on specific force transducers. The advantage of this was that individual digit forces could 
be measured independently. In the studies employing unconstrained grasp surfaces, individual 
digit forces were replaced by the summed force and center of pressure of all four fingers. 
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Creating devices that can measure individual digit forces and placement on an unconstrained 
surface will provide a deeper understanding into the control of this general feature. Additionally, 
exploring grasping across multiple grasp types would highlight the expanse of the general 
feature. Finally, as generalizability of torque information has only been shown in two-to-three 
digit transfer conditions, exploring more combinations of degrees of freedom transfer would 
strengthen our understanding of generalizable behavior within this context. 
In conclusion, the understanding of the sensorimotor control of grasping has made 
several key advancements over the past few years. The closer we get to examining functional 
tasks, the greater the impact of the insights gained towards real-life scenarios. This 
understanding will impact various fields and inform neuroscientific approaches, rehabilitative 
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